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Editorial
At la~t month's Olympiad in
cw York, the daily bulletin
polled some leading players and
columnists on a matter which
attracts decided opinions without
causing much of a ripple on the
Mill waters of the legislative
pond. • hould it be a condition
of big team events that no one
plays more than one-third of the
boards with the same partner?"

Belgian event"}; Tannah Hirsch,
Israel (.. It would bring the human
element to the fore"); Mrs. A. L.
Fleming of England and JeanMichel Boulanger of France were
also in favour, while Claude
Deruy and Georges Theron of
France and Torre Sandgren of
Sweden were undecided.
The importance of partnership
understanding in the modern game
is shown by the fact that, after
a match of much good bridge,
Britain lost its vital semi-final to
Italy on the very last board, when
Harrison-Gray and Konstam had
a misunderstanding about a bid~
ding situation. (I cite this only
to make a point, not to belittle the
Italian victory. Obviously, if one
fields irregular partnerships one
must expect this.}
In home tournaments, no one
wants to stop a pair playing
together but it is undesirable that
they should enjoy an advantal.!e
which has nothing to do wi~h
skill.
If, in important team
events, such pairs played together
for only one-third of the hoards,
their
advantage
would
he
minimised.
More important is that th~·
proposal would tend to simplify
systems. If Forquet had to pby

1

Long-established partnerships
enjoy an unfair advantage which
has nothing to do with skill.
Mere effiuxion of time means
that they can have a detailed
a reement on the meaning of
every bidding and signalling situation, while less practised pairs
have to rely on intelligent inference. No one who has not lost
~i ht of the objectives of the game
will claim that this is good. The
bulletin poll at the Olympiad
!~howed the following to be in
favour of change: Eric Jannersten,
Sweden ("This is the real teams
of four"); Jose le Dentu, France
(" . . . far the best way to discoura c the multiplication of
· y. tcm!l"); B. Jay lkcker, U.S.A.
("1\e been advocating this since
time immemorial"); Joseph Vand n Born.-. Bel!!ium ("We've
ntly intrn luc\:d this in a hig
5

"If I am Jupposed to take into
account an implied criticism (that
t»·o players partnering each otha
regular~r can derire an unfair
advantage from their fami/iaritr
with each other's mannerisms) ·,
reject it out of hand. If this 1rere
an issue, the proposal would on~r
limit it, not obviate it.

with Avarelli, and so on, it is
possible that the Italians might
play only one artificial system
instead of the three they used in
New York. If Harrison-Gray had
to play with Terence Reese, the
Bridgc-0-Rama audiences might
not have to grapple with the
Little Major.
These
arc
consummations
devoutly to be wished. I believe
that the rank-and-file would benefit from the change, both as
players and spectators. The few
pairs who are too set in their ways
to be willing to partner their
teammates are the very people
who, at whatever level it may be,
enjoy just the sort of unfair
advantage which it is desired to
eliminate. And any one who
really could not stomach the
change would still have pairs
events to play in.

"And if we give up the belief
that the game can be played in a
good spirit, the answer is not to
change the formula, (nor to erect
screens on the table), but to play
a different game."

The obvious comment is that
if we cannot eliminate crime
we should still try to reduce it.
It is odd that, although many
have been advocating the change
for years, one hears little or
nothing of the official attitude.
The quickest way to empty a
room of bridge legislators is to
advocate action of any kind. Such
people arc shy of controversy.
Yet why should there be undesirable repercussions at international level? Rene Bachcrich.
who by reason of his fanll~U~
"Relay" system partnership "1th
Pierre Ghc~tcm mi!!ht h~ cxp~ct~d
to oppose the: chan~!c mo~t stn'nf·
Jy, said in Ncw York, "I prcf,·r
things as they arl'; but ccrt:!inl_y
if the: ruks wcrl· l'hanccJ in till~

On the other side of the ledger,
what is there? The opposition
view was eloquently expressed
by Harold Franklin in the
Olympiad bulletin:
"I hare to cm.nrer careji11/y, a.~· 1
haw• morl' than a jouma/i.\·tic
illtl'r('Jt. A clwmpionJhip should
ht• cll'cidl'd by the tlegrt•t• to which
partnt'rJhip accuracy cm1 lit' der,·/opl'd, within the lt'lll'r and ·'Pirit
~~r tht· /a.,·, rathn than br ;111 •
f'O.\'ing certain limiting p;,•-condition.\'.

way I wnl;ld twt rl·fu<;~·
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ll' p!.ly."

THE NEW YORK
·oLYMPIADS (2)
Harold Franklin continues his Olympiad
Diary.

scoring made for match after
match on which one single deal
was capable of reversing the
result. Great Britain went down
5-2 to Thailand, but might instead have . won 6-1 had they
taken a happier view on this hand.
West dealt with both sides vulnerable.

Fi.fth day
A great day for the British
teams. The 111en took a maximum 21 points from one bye and
matches against South Africa and
Jamaica, while Italy dropped I
point each to Canada and Sweden.
Switzerland, feeling the strain
imposed on a four-man team,
lost 4-3 to Israel, 5-2 to U.S.A.
and 7-0 to Australia. U.S.A.
climbed into third place, I point
ahead of Switzerland, but 6 points
behind Italy, who were a further
7 points behind Britain.
The British ladies had no
difficulty in taking maximum
points from Chile, but the U.S.A.
stayed 1 point behind them by
winning with a good deal in hand
against Bermuda. In the evening
however, when the first half of
round 7 was played, Britain
O()(ned up a gap of 43 points
a ainst South Africa while the
U.S.A. trailed by 20 against
C nada.
The improved all-round standard, allied to the method of

NORTH

+K9742
\/ Q J 3
OAK
• 843
WEST

EAST

• QJ 85
\/A K 10 6.

• 63
\/97542
0 943
K72

0• Q 10 9 6 5

+

SOUTII

+AJO

\/8
OQJJOg7652

+A J

Reese and Flint did well to
reach Six Diamonds against an
opening bid. \Vest opened the
King of hearts and after some
thought switched to a low club.
7

Thf! stars look down.
Thrcf! famous members of the Blue Team, Giorgio Bf!!ladonna (next to the t1ro pretty
~:iris), Walter A1·are/li (on his right), and Benito Garozzo (extreme left). John Gerbrr
is also in the photogmph.

Looking at all four hands one
sees that declarer can squeeze
West by playing out all his
diamonds, but unfortunately he
had an alternative line. By playing
on spades before diamonds he
succeeds if trumps arc 2-1 and
spades 4-2, or even if East holds
all three trumps and spades arc
3-3. lie tried for this line and
was defeated by the distribution.
Seeking to improve on a good
result, East pointed out that West
might have done better to switch
to the Queen of clubs at trick 2,
thu" relieving some of the subsequent pressure. Curiously, if he
docs so declarer is more likely

to find a winning line. He knows
that West holds the heart: if he
decides that East holds the club
guard he wiJl know that neither
defender can . hold the middle
suit, spades, and will take advantage of a classic double squeeze
position.
Sixth day
Britain had another good day
. in the Open, beating Italy .t-3.
Chile 5-2 and Holland 7-0 to
open up a wider gap at the top
of the table. Italy also went down
to Thailand and were o\'crhaukJ
l1y U.S.A., with Switzal:llld :tnJ
Brazil tied in fourth pl:lcc. The
.. 1.\ th'
day was e\\~n mon: cnuca II •
!)

NORTH
Ladies series. The match between
+KJ854
Britain and U.S.A., a natural
\?8
for the 'Rama, did justice to the
0 A 105
occasion. The British ladies took
KJ 84
a good first half lead and held on
EAST
in an accurate second half display WEST
+ A62
to win 6-1. Their position was • 9 7 .
\?AI0976
improved in the evening when \?KJ42
0 J3
U.S.A., after their . half time 0 Q974
+AQ7
10 53
deficit, could do no better than
SOUTH
4-3 against Canada, while Britain
• Q 103
made sure of 7-0 against South ·
\? Q 53
Africa. This left them 9 points
_0 K 8 6 2
clear of the U.S.A., who were a
further 12 points clear of Sweden,
9 62
in third place.
Britain beat Italy 37-34 in a he had rio card of entry to help him
match which kept a large audience enjoy it. The error lay in drawin·g
in a state of unrelieved tension. too many trumps too early.
The card play was of the highest
Belladonna scored with good
order and any slip in timing was card reading on the following
unerringly seized on by the other hand when . he and his partner
side. Schapiro was given no appeared to have over-reached
second chance when he made one in bidding Four Spades:
false move in Four Hearts on
NORTH
this deal. North dealt with neither
+K2
vulnerab~e: (next column).
\?19842
Hopes · were high when North
0 K 76
got off to a trump lead. The
KJ3
declarer began with three rounds WEST
EAST
of trumr-s, before leading a dia- • Q87
+AJI094
mond to the Jack and King. \? AQ 5
\?6
South returned a spade to the 0 9 4
OQI082
Jack and Ace. A second diamond +Q9652
+A87
lost to the 10 in North's hand
SOUTH
and the King and a third spade
• 6 53
took away declarer's last trump.
\?Kl073
Although he was able to establish
0 AJ 53
~' winning diamond in his hand,
104

+

+

+

+

+

9

South, Gray, opened a low
heart, taken in dummy with the
Ace. A low diamond to the 10
and Jack was followed by a trump
return, the King losing to the Ace.
A diamond to the 9 and King
was followed by a second trump.
Declarer now led the 7 of clubs
and ran it to North's Jack. He
ruffed the heart return, led the .
Queen of diamonds and ruffed
when it was covered, and con- ·
tinued with the Queen 'of clubs,
pinning the 10 in South's hand.
Only the unusual handling of
the club suit could see the declarer home, but his play was

Robc·r.t J~n:dan oj l'hiladl'lphia
IS I .nc Janncr.ltc•n.

,\fan

ll'tlJ

well-reasoned. South's play of
the 4 on the first round made it
probable that the 3 was with his
partner. South might have h;1d
a problem had he held the Kin!:!.
and would certainly have split
his equals had he · held J 10 x.
At the other table Reese played
in Three Spades, and though the
opening lead of the 10 of clubs
seemed to facilitate the handling
of that suit it in fact denied
declarer the possibility of more
than nine tricks.
It was tough on the ladies to
have to follow such an exhibition
on the 'Rama, but the British

tlu• mo.\1 c•j/c·ctirt• .·lmaican pla.l cr.
10

to defend a redoubled contract
at the one level, but appearances
were deceptive.
Mrs. Rebner
made the text-book lead of her
singleton trump. Declarer won
and le~ a spade at trick 2, and
had two subsequent entries for
spade ruffs. Only a club lead
can defeat the contract, since
it takes away one of dummy's
entries too early.
It is not inappropriate at the
half-way stage to offer some
comment on the organisation.
Turin, where the first Olympiad
was held, set a standard which
few countries can hope to
maintain. There the Open and
Closed Rooms were as near
perfection as any organiser. with
no thought of expense. could
contrive. Flashing lights on large
control panels indicated when
any table needed the services of a
waiter, a tournament director.
or merely the fact that they had
finished play, and it was possiblr:
in either room to sec at what
moment play finished at any
table in the other room. In Nc\~·
York considerations of space and
the l~tct that the playing rooms
only became available a verv
short time before pby bcga;1
madr: it imposs ible to match such
arr~tngcmcnts, but the organisation has coped ~1dmirably "ithin
the limitations that wen~ imposed
upon it. Waiter scrvicc for thc

nd American ladies did justice
to the occasion. The British
ladies came in with a score
worth 6-1 and those who looked
for fireworks from Mrs. Markus
and Mrs. Gordon might have
But their
been disappointed.
captain was not; for with a proper
sense of the occasion, the pair
produced an accurate display of
sound bidding and tight card
play. For once the "coup" one
inevitably associates with these
two exciting players came from
the other room. West dealt with
neither side vulnerable:
NORTH

• Q73
\?QJ 10982
0 53
73

+
WEST

0

.5

EAST

• J 10 6 2
~ 7 3
K 10 7 6

K Q 10

\/AK64
0 A984
J 6 52

+

SOUTII

+AK9X4

\15

0 QJ2
+A 9 !-1 4
fter two passes Mrs. Juan
o ned One I fcart with the Ea~t
h· nd, South doubled, West n:doublcd and all passed. At first
it ~cmed that Mrs. Rebner
( )Uth) and Mrs. Kempner \\We
fortunate to have a biddinc
m chanism which permitted then;
II

players might have presented a Dick Frey and his team 0 ;
problem but-with a disregard expert commentators contriYe to
for expenditure that must be the keep the one clement amu~ed
envy of all European organisa- and the other entertained in a
tions-our hosts circumvented truly admirable manner.
this possible problem by providing
a free coffee service. The Press
ScYenth day
Room facilities have never been
The British men, after takin2
so good, but most of all the full points from Lebanon and
Americans have scored with their A~gentina, lost 7-0 to Belgium,
'Rama and Vu-graph presenta- but still ended the day at the
tions. The operators are efficient head of the table with 108,
and self-effacing, the audience followed by Italy, 104, U.S.A.
arc provided with the greatest 104, Switzerland 104, Belgium
degree of comfort and the method · 90, Thailand 89. Italy scored a
of presentation seems ideally maximum from a bye and matches
suited to the spectators. The against the United Arab Re·
large audience ranges from the public and Jamaica.
In the Womcns' Series Britain
expert to the most immature;

and U.S.A. both had easy wins
against Venezuela and Chile while
South Africa profited from a bye
to creep into third place, one
point ahead of France, but not
yet in touch with U.S.A.
There was stilt no shortage of
card play of the highest order. ·
Schapiro saved a slam when he
offered declarer what proved to
be an irresistible bait:
WEST

ran his trump suit. Schapiro had
begun \vith +1086532 \;)KQS
09 +KJ 10. \Vhen it became
obvious that he had considerable
spade length, declarer's play became more reasonable.
Gray showed that he could
match the best in technique with
this defence:
NORTH

• 643
\;)152

EAST

+AKJ
\;)A764
OAKQ752
OJ1064
+A63
+84
Against the ambitious contract
of Six Diamonds the opening
lead was a small club. South
played the King and the declarer
added to his problems when he
decided to play low. The natural
line is to win the club and rely
on the spade finesse to provide .
discards for the two losing hearts.
When South's King of clubs held ·
the trick he s\vitched to the Queen
of hearts: clearly this was from
KQ: left to his own devices the
declarer would have preferred
the finesse to the less likely squeeze
which relied on South for the
\?KQ and the spade Queen. But
now that South had shown the
\? KQ the squeeze became a more
tempting prospect and the declarer
reached for it. I k dn:w trumps
in two rounds, cashed the Ace of
clubs and ruffed a club and then

0

+9

AQ4

+ Q 10 8 2

~J93

EAST

WEST

+ Q92

+A 10 8 7
\;) 10
'JQ87643
OK1032
0 J8
+A9
74
J 5
SouTH
KJ 5
\;)AK9

+

+
0

9765

+ K 63

After East had opened with a
Roman Two Club bid, he became
the declarer in Two Spades. Gray
opened the King of hearts and
then found the excellent switch
(the only one likely to defeat the
contract) of the King of spades.
Declan:r won and led a low cluh:
South won with the King and
played another spade. Since there
was no object in finessing, declarer won with the Queen and
continued with the Ace of clubs
and a cluh rutr. A low diamond
to the 10 put him back in hand
13

Omar Sharif (Oscar n~mination for his p~r; fn the film .. Lawrence of Arabia") is as
krrn a bridge player as anyone in the game. He was playing-captain of the U.A.R.
tram.
NoRTH

and he exited with a third spade.
South played a high heart and
declarer ruffed and end-played
North with the fourth club.
North went off play with the Ace
and Queen of diamonds and Gray
was there with the 9 of diamonds
for the setting trick.

+Qx

Q XXX
0 K Qxx

~

'+A K X
EAST

WEST

+J X X

+X X

\7 J

<:JK
OAJ109xxx

Although Britain lost 7-0 to
Belgium, only one unlucky hand
made the difference between winning and losing. West dealt with
North-South vulnerable. (next col.)
Flint opened 2NT with the
West hand, equivalent to a preemptive bid in a minor. North,
Polak, doubled. By arrangement,

+J

X X

10 8 X

ox
+ Q )0 X X X

SoUTII
+A K 10
9XX

X X X

~A

ox

+xx~
------I ·111 ~~'th

this denkd stn:ngt l
.
·
· 1 o f Tl l r''
Clt~b
maJors-a
tm
((
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Switzerland have a bye in the
final round, but before that they
have difficult opponents in France
and Thailand.
The British women won handsomely against Ireland, but the
U.S.A. who had a bye round, still
stayed within eleven points of
them. In the evening our ladies
took a twelve point advantage
in the first half of the Argentine
match. It was a low scoring
game with few opportunities to
add more points.
Mrs. Markus and Mrs. Gordon
are still outstanding in the Ladies'
series. They live dangerously and
if they suffer an occasional disaster
they seem to have an infinite
capacity for recovering with a
profit almost at once. Here are
two good examples of their superior competitive judgment: Mrs.
Markus heard One Heart on her
left, double from partner and
Four Hearts on her right. She
held:
+- <V9xxx 0 KQxxx +9xxx
and made the well-imagined bid
of 4NT. Mrs. Gordon, holding:
+AI09xxx <V- OAJIOxx +AQ
had no difliculty in bidding Six
Diamonds.
In the other room f\trs.
Mmkus's hand passed over Four
Hearts and partner re-opened
with Four Spades and played
there-for a minus score.
Against ln:ktnd the dealer in

\l.ould have shown major suit
interest.
Perhaps Lambrecht
failed to take cognisance of this
understanding when he jumped
to Five Spades: his partner raised
to six. Flint opened the Ace of diamonds and switched to a low club.
The King of hearts had to fall
on the first round to give the
declarer his twelfth trick. To
make matters worse, Gray and
Konstam pushed on to Five
Hearts on the North-South cards
and had to lose one diamond
and two trumps.
Even if West refuses to take
his Ace of diamonds against
Six Spades the declarer is still
in no difficulty, once he has
discovered the heart position.
He wins one diamond, one heart
and six spades and East, like the
dummy, must go down to three
hearts and two clubs. Two top
clubs are cashed and a low heart
towards the 9 completes the story.
Ninth day
With one day to play Britain
have made certain of their place
in the final pool. They beat
Israel 6-1, Poland 6-1 and Australia 7-0. Italy and U.S.A. arc
almost there and the battle is
joined between the fading Switzerland and the fast-rising Canada
for the fourth place.~ Britain
l·H, Italy 141, U.S.A. 137,
Swit zerland 126, Canada 125.
15

both rooms opened 3NT, followed
by two passes. Fourth hand
held: +A \:} AQJ65 OQJ43 +972.
The Irish player passed and ten
tricks were made against a normal
opening. Mrs. Markus bid a
confident Four Hearts and lost 50.
Britain scored 29 points on
the last three boards to defeat
Schapiro
Israel 6-1 (53-43).
showed the sounder technique
on this hand. South dealt with
East-West vulnerable: (next col.)

NORTH

+KQ8643

\/K
0 9 8 52
+74
WEST

EAST

•

+J
\:}Q9876

10 7 5

\/A
0 J643
+AKI053

0

A K Q 107

+Q8

SOUTH

+

A9 2
\/1105432

0In both rooms spades were
J962
opened against East's contract of
Five Diamonds. When the Israeli one down. Schapiro also played
declarer discovered the bad trump in clubs, but finessed the 10 on
break he played out his top clubs, the second round.
(Harold Franklin ll'ill conclude
but ran into difficulties when that
suit also failed to break and was his Olympiad Diary next month.)

+
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Directed by

NICO GARDENER
British International and Life Mast£Yr

BEGINNER'S CLUB

TUITION CLASSES

PRACTICE CLASSES

POSTAL COURSES

There is no better or gayer way to learn the game than at

the London School of Bridge, 38 King's Road, Chelsea.
Telephone: KENsington 7201-2.
17

MASTER POINT
NEWS
Fred Bingham, master-points secretary of
the English Bridge Union, reports on the
latest rankings.

Success in the closing stages of national events has won promotion for four
National Masters to Life Master rank in recent weeks and eight have joined the
National Master list, bringing the numbers in each of the two top ranks to 56 (in- .
eluding six honorary Life Masters).
Life Ma~tcrs: R. Sharples (938); J. Sharples (926); M. Harrison-Gray (852):
Mrs. P. Gordon (676); J. Nunes (673); A. Rose (650); B. Schapiro (622); Dr. M.
Rockfelt (618); Mrs. R. Markus (580); E. J. Spurway (578); J.D. R. Collings (529);
M. J. Flint (524); R. A. Priday (516); A. Finlay (516); Mrs. M. Oldroyd (507);
P. F. Swinnerton-Dyer (507); Mrs. A. L. Fleming (498); M. Wolach (492); I.
Manning (485); F. North (456); J. T. Reese (455); S. Booker (451); J. Hochwald
(449); Miss D. Shanahan (448); R. Swimer (448); C. Rodrigue (446); R. S. Brock
(438); F. Farrington (436); A. Dormer (429); P. F. Spurway (422); K. W. Konstam
(420); L. Tarlo (415); D. C. Rimington (415); Dr. S. Lee (404); E. C. Milnes (394);
R. T. Higson (393); R. Preston (392); B. P. Topley (391); C. Vickerman (389);
K. Barhour (379); A. M. Hiron (358); G. Griffiths (346); J. Pugh (340); R. CrO\\n
(340); A. F. Truscott (336); E. Jamieson (336); H. Franklin (308); J. Lazarus (307);
J. Mic1.is (303); J. Bloomberg (301).
l"ationall\ta!>ll'rs: G. C. If. Fox (395); D. G. Smerdon (383); Mrs. S. W. Thomas
1378); S. W. Thomas (372); J. H. Taylor (353); G. Fell (347); H. K. Cooke (339):
W, J. Langicrt (327); P. G. F. Whitehouse (326); R. Franses (325); P. Juan (31 2J:
Mrs. P. Juan (309); M. A. Porter (309); Mrs. A. L. DdlaPorta (306); E. lcad~r
Williams (300); E. Crm\hurst (299); Mrs. P. W. Williams (29-t); M.G. D. Williams
(:IJ-t~; M.rs .. G. Durran (292); Mrs. A. M. tliron (290); P. Richardson (290); ~frs.
(,, 1:. lllggmson (2!i6); Mrs. R. F. Corwen (280); J. Albuquerque (270); C. \\ar.J
12{,3); P. E. Morley (2W); E. Newman (253); Mrs. B. Harris (252); I. M. Mor~:s
1251); Mrs. D. P. Forbes (250); L. Morrell (24(,); E. L. Fi~gis (2.t5): Mrs. ' ·
\~hitak~r !245); C. Hille (241); J. Pearlstone (2-tO); J. Cansino (23SJ: E. :\fas~~
1-3 7 J: 1:. Sll\'er~tone (237); J. Tarlo (228); G. F. Mathieson (227); N. S. L. Snl.lr
~~:2)): S. B~a~e~ (222); S. Fielding (222); P. F. L. Tottenham 1221 ); ."· S~ ~h~n-~l~;
l~l7), A. 1:. \\ardman (212); Mrs. J. M. Davies (201)); Mrs. E. D11.:k (_06), R.~ . .
Shl·chan (~05); A. T. M. Jones (IIJ5); Dr. R. Y. Forbes (IIJ2); R. ~t)~rs II 1 ~ 1•
D. Myl·rs (17(1): G. D. Sharpe (176); Mrs. II. Rye (173); J. \\'. T;1it (1591.
IS

E.B.U. NEWS
Geoffrey Fdl, lion. Tournament Secretary ol the
English Bridge Union, ~:in•s monthly bulletins on thr
national tournaments.

Gold Cup Round III (Completed)
B. P. Tapley (Staffs.) beat L. R. Griffin (Wales) by70; G. W. Sutcliffe(N.W.C.B.A.)
heat M.A. Porter (Warwicks.) by 19; J. T. Reese (London) beat R. Crown (Middle~ex) by 76; Mrs. R. Oldroyd (Yorks.) beat R. Myers (N.W.C.B.A.) by 53; P. Landy
(Sussex) beat J. P. Watson (Surrey) by 46; G. C. H. Fox (London) beat Mrs. M.
Edwards (Surrey) by 104; G. G. Endicott (N.W.C.B.A.) beat W. H. Gibson (Yorks.)
by 13; M. lllank (N.W.C.B.A.) beat Dr. J. C. Macfarlane (Derby) by 53; Mrs. R.
Markus (London) beat E. F. Glanville (London) by 76.
Gold Cup Round IV
G . G . Endicott (N.W.C.B.A.) beat M. Blank (N.W.C.B.A.) by 40.
Hubert Phillips Bowl Quarter Final (Completed)
Mrs. R. Markus (London) beat Mrs. R. Oldroyd (Yorks.) by 3,440; G. P. Littler
<N.W.C.B.A.) beat Mrs. R. Jessop (Gios.) by 50; Mrs. M. Whitaker (London)
beat Mrs. K. Garfield (Middlesex) by 450; J. R. L. Thompson (Notts.) beat E. H.
Pudscy (Yorks.) by 750.
Crockfords Cup
l!.t M. Harri son Gray 12 v.ps; 2nd M. Buckley l I v.ps; 3rd N. Alton 9 v.ps;
4th C. Hille 6 v.ps; equal 5th Dr. J. B. Fulton 5 v.ps; A . J. Walkden 5 v.ps; P. F. L.
Tottcnham 5 v.ps; 8th Dr. M. Rockfclt 3 v.ps.

WRITE TO THE WATCHER
ON ANY TOPIC CONNECTED WITH BRIDGE
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"Sunk tdtlwut trace."
An epiHmlt! in Terence Reese's Janwus serie... ,

"Oho! We're up against the
profe!->!,ionals now," !,aid Humphrey lfoo~ego with a raucous
laugh when on partnership evening he and Lady Glum cut against
Commander Scroop and Miss
Sloe. Hoosego's remark was a
reference to the recent duplicate
match at Harkaway Hall, in which
hoth his opponents had taken
part. Lady Glum was the only
one to make any comment:
"It's a pity you didn't play
yourself, dear hoy," she said,
with an indulgent smile at her
nephew. "With your experience
you C<hdd have taught them a
great deal."

NORTH

}vfiss Sloe

• 642

\/2
0 K J 10 9 5

+8762
\VEST
Hoosego

EAST

Lady Glum

• 53
\/ K Q 10 8 7 4

02
+AKQJO
SOUTII

Scroop

+J

10 8 7
(/AJ9653
0 643

·-

+A K Q9

<V-

0 AQ87
+J9543

llooscgo and Lady Glum had
enough cards to win the rubber
twice o\'cr, hut Lady Glum's
cxcur~ions into Blackwood twice
l'arricd her !>ide too high. After
both sides had at length attained
vulnerability, Lady Glum dealt
the cards as follows: (next col.)
The si ght of a ~ix-card suit
~ll'adcd by the Ace generally
111
~Pdkd Lady Glum to open
with a Thn.·c hiLl, hut !:.he had
alrcauy h~en under the lash of her
partnds critici!>m this rubber
and so dl·cidcd, wry properly, to

pass. Her hearts \vere poor for a
pre-emptive bid, and furthermore
she had defence in the other
major suit.
Scroop debated whether to
open One Diamond or One Club.
lfis choice, unhappily, fell 011
the more scientific bid of One
Club. lloosrgo overcalled with
Two llearts, and the rest of thl'
hidding unrolkd as fcllll)\\'S:
(Jt't ' 1/t'Xl

page)

· on:r 1m· 1 w 111:11 <It·
llavang
" ~.: r·ti,~·d
•
to Three Clubs, ~ I .• ~ ' Sl,.
. ll.: ll'l'k
fright when Fiw I k:trt s "''' n··
~0

S()U.JI!

WEST

Srroop 1/ooseKO

NoR Til

EAST

Miss
Sloe

Lady

Glum
No

t+
-t+
Dhlc
No

2<:/
5\?
Dblc
Dble

3+
No
6+

4\/
No
No

All pass

doubled. On the final round of
bidding Hoosego suffered a thousand deaths, for Lady Glum gave
long consideration to removing
the double of Six Clubs into Six
I fearts.
Hoosego led the King of hearts
and Miss Sloe shamefacedly put
down her dummy. Scroop ruffed
and, hoping to save something
from the wreck, led a small trump
from hand.
Hoosego won with the lO and,
offensively humming a sea-shanty,
cashed the Queen, King, and Ace.
There came an anxious moment
on the last club when it seemed
that Lady Glum, who had been
aimlessly discarding hearts, would
come down to the singleton Ace
and block the suit, hut finally

she let go a diamond. A heart
was Jed to the 1\ce and when she
realised that this had not been
rutTed (there were no trumps left)
Lady Glum returned a heart.
"Bit of a rough sea, eh, Commodore?" suggested Hoosego, as
he began to lead off his hearts.
"How many have you got? Six?
Then that's eight down," said
Scroop.
"It's all my fault," said Miss
Sloe tearfully. "If I lead a spade
we beat Five Hearts. \Vhat is it.
2300?"
"Don't like to mention it in
the circs, but there's one other
little item," reminded Hoosego
with mock reluctance.
"I've already given you 2400,"
said Scroop icily.
"There now!" exclaimed Lady
Glum. "What a good thing I
didn't take you out into Six
Hearts!"
And that, as Hurry observed
later, was the truest remark she
had ever been known to make in
a post-mortem.

DORIN CUP
This annual charity pairs competition will be held at the
Drift Bridge Hotel, Epsom at 7.45 on Wednesday
8th July.
Entries: {ISs. per pair) to D. R. Freshwater, 2, Oakley
Gardens, Banstead , Surrey.
Closing date lOth July.
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THE BLUFF
NO-TRUMP OVERCALL
Leon Sapire, editor of The Bridge Bulletin
of South .Africa, writes about a simple and
amusing gadget.

North-South were two of our
best-known women players, members of South Africa's team for
the Ladies Series in the World
Olympiad. The bidding went :

A few months ago a British
Bridge World reader asked for
an article on the Gardener 1NT
overcall. His request has so
far gone unanswered, so although it is scarcely for me to
attempt an expose I may perhaps
be pardoned for recalling this
deal from the British tour of
South Africa.

SOUTH

WEST

NORTH

EAST

I+
INT
No ·
2+
No
20
30
No
3NT
All Pass
Diamonds were led and conNORTH
tinued and at trick 3 dummy's
. +IO was finessed. West allowed
• 6 53 2
this to win and the declarer
\7 A J
OKQ
finessed +I 0, played +A and
+AQJ107
continued with +Q in order to
Wr~n
EAST
establish the Jack. West won
K 94
and returned the suit, establishing
• 87
<\/ 6 5
two more winners for himself.
\7QI0874
0 A7
Despite the obvious danger that
OJI0854
+K9g542
West had held back +K, the
SOUTH
declarer decided that her best
+AQJIO
chance for the contract was to
\7K932
repeat the spade finesse. \~est
0 9632
won this and took his club tncks
+3
to set the contract.
The maestro himself, Nico
Obviously the dcclan:r couiJ
Gardener, sat Ea!lt and was have made 3NT, even at the end,
partnered by Albert Dormer. by endplaying either dcfcnd~r.

+

+6
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but that is not the reason why I by the captain of the British
consider the hand instructive. touring team-1 may perhaps be
It seems to me a good example allowed to mention with modest
of the effectiveness of the Gar- pride another hand from the tour
dener I NT overcall which, as -a success for the Sapire variaNico puts it, is intended as a tion of the Texas convention.
mild pre-emptive bid, preventing In other words, South African
the opponent from responding Texas.
to his partner's opening bid by . The normal Texas bid, as
showing a four-card major at most readers will know, takes the
the One level. The 1NT bid form of a Four Diamond or
may be made on a normal strong Four Heart response to an openbalanced hand, or on a near- ,ing no-trump bid. Four Diaworthless hand which contains an monds asks opener to rebid Four
escape suit. If partner is interested Hearts, and the gadget is of
in game, he does not raise-he course used when the responder
bids Two Clubs; then any suit bid has a long heart suit and wants
from the I NT bidder shows that to make his partner the declarer
his original call was psychic, while in a heart game or slam. A Four
a rebid of 2NT shows that the Heart response to 1NT means, of
original 1NT was genuine.
course, that the player wants to
It may seem a toy rather than a make his partner the declarer
weapon, but look at the above
in a spade contract... ·
hand! These were very experThe Sapire variation uses Four
ienced women internationals, but
Clubs
in place of Four Diamonds,
Gardener's overcaJI pu.t them
right out of their stride. South and Four Diamonds in place of
should have doubled instead of Four Hearts. The idea is that these
passing on the first round, then bids have a more dramatic ring
the normal and safe spade game than the normal Texas bids, and a
would probably have been bid. sleepy partner is less likely to
But without the I NT overcall it forget that they arc conventional.
certainly would have been reached. {In the early days of "Texas"
As the bidding actually went, you the streets were littered with
can hardly blame North for corpses of players who had passed
bidding 3NT instead of showing their partners' Texas Four Heart
bid and found themselves in
+6532 at the Three level.
Having praised this British absurd contracts).
gadget-one of the few favoured
(Continuccl at foot of page 27.)
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Directory of E.B.U. Affiliated

Clubs

LO:'IID0:-.1

nr~~~::.~·u~Ril>G[

CLUJ!, 3S Jesse Terrace,
Tel. Rr ~ ding S2136.
Hon. Sec.
C. T. HolJoy,ay,
Hours of play: . 2 p.m. to
6 p.m. and 7 p.m. to II p.m. Duplicate alter·
nate Mondays. Cut-in (3d.) : 2nd., 4th !'nd Sth
Tue~day afternoon~ . e,·cry Tue~day evcn.mg :md
every Thursday afternoon. Partnership (3d.}
ht. and Jrd. Tuesday afternoons, ever~ . Thurs·
day and Saturday .evening, P;utnersh1p (tid.}
every Tuesday t\·enang.

MAYFAIR DttiOGE Sruo1o-110 Mount Street
WI. (2n.d floor) . GRO 2844. Hon. Sec., ~Irs:
H. Ponhn~. Stakes 1/· and 6d. Partnership Sun.
Wed. cvemng\ 6d., Mon. afternoon 6d. Durlicatc
pairs 1st and 3rd Thursday C\'enini:S 7.30, 2nd and
4th Sun. afternoons, teams 2nd and 4th Sat. c\'enin~:S . Tuition by G. C. II. Fox.

Rra d in~t .

~IIDDLESEX

IIIGJIGATE BRIDGE CLUB-80 Highgate Wnt
Hill, N.6. MOU 342~. lion. Sec., Mrs. Osborn.
Stakes 2d. Partnershtp Wed. afternoons, Frid~y
and Saturday evenings.
l'OTTI!'iGIIA!\1
NOTilNGIIAM BRIDGE CLUB-401 Mans'leld
Road, Nottingham 6599S. (Mr. and Mrs. Jack
Hammond.) Half-way house for Sunday matches.
Duplicate Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, Satur·
day7 p.m.
SURREY
EPSOM, MAYFIELD DRIOGE Ctuo-2a St. Martins
A\·enue, Epsom 4938. Hen. Sees. H. G. &
0. M. Diggs,
Stakes, 3d. (except Wed. &
Fri. aft. 6d.) Partnership, Mon., Wed., aft.
Wed., Fri., eve. Closed Sunday.
HEATII DRIOGE CLUB-The Heath, Wey·
bridge. Wcybridge 43620. Hen. Sec., C. G.
Air.ger. Always open. Visitors welcome. Stakes
3d. Partnership Tues. aft., Fri. aft. Dupl icate
Mon. and Thurs. eve. Tuition available.

11

~J~~~"rw>UTll, Gt~ovF. Ro"u llRIOGE CLunu\1 Cliff Cotta~c. S1 Grove Road, llournt·
mouth 2431 I. lion. ~ec., Mrs. Moss. Stakes
3d. J'artner\hip, Thurs. and Sat. .~rr., Sun.
evenin~: . Dupl icate, 1st Wed., )rd Fn .
SOUTII"MP10N, SUTJJriii.ASO DIIII>Gt CLUB2 Rock,.one !'lace. Tel. : 2S291 or 73656. Hon.
Sec., Mrs. Cahalan . Stakes 2d. Partnership.:
Tues. eve. and Wed . aft. Cut-in: Mon. ~nd Fn.
aft., Thurs. and Sat. eve. Duplicate: 3rd Mon.
eve. CSept. to May).
Wt.,~l x Cu.: n. Lind\~Y Manor, Lindsay Ro~d,
Bournemouth . Wc<tbournc 64034. Hen. Sec.,
1 he Secretary. lid. PartnershiJl Mon. aft.,
Wed. evening. 2d. Partnership Tue\. aft. and
l'ri . aft. Durlicate ht, 2nd and 4th Frid~y
e'en in~: each month and 3rd Thursday ~fternoen.
fod . cut-in eHry ni ght except Partnership and
Duplicate day\, 2d. or r.d. cut-in every afternoon.
Vh1tor' y,clcome.
IIEltTS
llotmr suos IIAII>GF. CLUB -High Street,
lloddesdon. lloddesdon 3813. lion. Sec.,
W. l.:lmr-ort. Stakes 3d. Partnership, alternate
Wed. afternoons. Duplicate, Tues. evening.
ISLE 01' WIGIIT
su ... s Kt IN, CR,.IGMOME llRIOGE CLUB-Howard
Road, Shanldin, I.W. Shanklin 2940. Hen.
Sec., J. S. l>anhy. Stakes 2d. Duplicate Mon.
!Oct . to May). l'artnership, Tues.
KE:".'T
Wt ST Kuvr Cl uu-12 Hoyne Park, Tunbridge
Wcth, Kent. Tunbrid1•c Wells 21513. lion.
Sec., 1< . II. C<>rbcn. Stakes 3d. and 6d. Partncrshir. Mon. and Wed. 6d., Wed. and Fri. 3ll.
l>uplicate, ht and 3rd Sat. (2.1 5).
Smc.-u t•- Sidcup llrid~;e Cluh, Sillcup Golf
Cluh, llum !toad, Sidcup. Hen. Sec., Mrs.
W. l>a\'IS, 24 Carllon Road, Sidcup. Telephone:
I 00 l ~ r. ~ . Stakes 3d . Partnerships Men
We.d., Fri. Duplicate Mon., Wed.
.,
I.A!'IiCS
I.J VI MI'CJ(Jv-Li ~erpool llridgc Club, 22 Upper
l>ulc . Street, Lt\Crpool. lei.: Royal !II IlO.
Jlon. S~~ · · Mn. II . T. llalewood. Partnerships
I uc., l·n . afternoon. Duplicate 1\fon. c vcnin~:.

I
1 ..

SUJ;~~AM

DRIOGE CLuo-Secretary, Mrs. M.
E. Dinney. Horsham 4921 or 2078. ~artnersh ! P
Wed. and Fri. afternoons, Sun. eventngs Cut·Jn
Mon., Thurs., Sat. afternoons. Duplicate Tues.
evenings, Chess Club Mon. evenings. Stakes 3~.
DOGSOR CLUD-2 Sud ley Road, Bognor Reg1~.
(Dridge section). Cut in, Mon., Tues., Thurs., F~t.
and Sat. afternoons, Fri. evening. Partne.rsh•P
Wed. afternoon and Tues. evening. Duplicate,
the first Tues. afternoon in each month. Stakes 3d.
WIIITFJIALL RFSIOENI'I"L DRIOGE CLUB11/12 Howard Square, Eastbourne. Eastbeurne
4544. Sec., Miss J. Fidler. Stakes 2d. and 3~
Partnership, Tues. and Fri. aft., Wed. and Sa
evening. Duplicate Sunday.

w~~~;~I~:~~~~RIOGE

CLUD-2 Pebble Mill
Road, Dirmingham S. SELiy Oak 0448. Stakes
3d. to 1/-. Cut-in or Partnership every afti~~
eve. Duplicate Sun. e\:e:• Mon. aft., an
desired by Members. Vmtors welcome.
YOitKS
c rncr
L[ [OS DRII>GE CLUII Lro.-Moortown °
Jlousc Leeds 17. Leeds 681571. lldnTh5~·
Mr.
Dorsey. Duplicate, Tues. ~n 'dnr hi
Visitors welcome. Open ca~h day until !1' 1 a
except Friday. Rubber Undge every n•ah 1·

Jt.

Would you like particulars of your club (address, telephone,
hon. sec., stakes, partnership days duplicate days) to be
listed in this Directory c\·cry month? If so, please write to
our Advertisement Manager (sec address on page 4) for very
reasonable terms.
-··
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TRA SFER BIDS
FOR ACOL PLAYERS
J. A. Eassom argues that the " transfer ..
principle can he used in natural systems as
1rel/ as in artificial ones.

Transfer bids have gained in
respectability in recent years,
through such conventions as Flint
and Texas. Perhaps this is why
the Editor is allowing me to
re-submit an article . originally
written before transfer bids were
widely know'n in Britain. My
purpose is to recommend them to
players who dislike complicated
conventions but who are not
necessarily averse to thinking
hard.
Only the first suit response to a
no-trump opening is a transfer
bid, at whatever level it is made.
A response at the Two level has
a wide range, at the Three level
it is forcing to game, and at the
Four level it is a limit bid, as in
Texas. (It will be apparent that
under this scheme Four Clubs
is an idle bid and can be given a
!>pccial meaning, such as Gerber).
All direct rai ses in no trumps arc
quantitative.
The logic of most situations
will be readily apparent and there

is little need for elaboration.
Consider the sequence INT-5,0
5<\f-5NT: responder is obviously
"good" for 5NT and is suggesting
a slam in either hearts or no
trumps if the opener is maximum
and has a fit. Opener can also
infer that partner has insufficient
ground to launch a slam convention.
But it is at low levels that the
transfer bid is of greater value,
and as space is short this is the
only range on which I shall
elaborate. Since responder always has a second chance to bid,
his first response need not show
weakness, and this makes it
dangerous for opponents to intervene in such a sequence as I NT20. Over the opener's enforced
Two Heart bid, responder may
intend bidding 2NT, 3<\/, 3NT,
or even 4NT, instead of passing.
Either opponent, not knowing
one way or other, may h~\\'C ~\
reasonable hand and take the
wrong step.

What of the responder's second
bid, after such a start as I NT20-2\7?
Examples:
2NT can be used as a normal
game invitation, thus releasing the
sequence I NT-2NT for conventional usc as in Baron or
CAB.
Three 1/carts. Again a normal
try for game in hearts.
3NT. A less common sequence
which can be used to show a fivecard heart suit, giving partner the
opportunity to convert to Four
llearts.
4NT (or more). Quantitative
raises with good hearts.
Your first objections may be,
"What happens when responder
has clubs only?" With hands
good enough for 2NT or bad
enough to be useless, except in
clubs, he should bid Two Spades.
Opener will not transfer automatically to Three Clubs: he will
do so. only wi~h club support;
otherw1se he b1ds 2NT. When
responder has a weak hand he
converts to Three Clubs, but with
a stronger hand he may pass 2NT
(whereas he might have tried for
game had opener's rebid been
Three Clubs instead of 2NT).
On hands of game potential and
4-4- 3- 2 distribution, transfer bids
~.how a clear advantage over
Stayman and all other conven-

tiona) responses to a no-trump
?~eni~g. The first four-card suit
JS tnd1cated by the initial response,
the second four-card suit by a
genuine bid over opener's rebid
e.g., INT-2\/; 2+-30, mean~
that the responder has spades and
diamonds. On weak hands partncr can be given the opportunity
of showing preference at the Two
level; e.g. INT-2+; 20-2+.

Now take the awkward 4-4-4-1
shape. It will be convenient to
consider each of the four cases
separately.
A FRIEND OVERSEAS
Would appreciate a gift subscription
to the British Bridge World

(a) Singleton club. The bidding
starts I NT-2+; 20-2" and
opener realises partner either has
a two-suiter or t-4-4-4. With
four hearts or diamonds he shows
preference, while with a four-card
spade suit he bids it. All of
these responder can pass. Lacking
the requirements for any of these
rebids, opener bids 2NT and awaits
developments from partner.

(b) Singleton spade. The abo\'C
bidding is the same when the
singleton is a spade. In this c:1sc
opener's 2NT bid can be happil.y
converted to clubs, and only Ius
Two Spade bid causes cmb:trrass·
ment. In this case responder can
26

hearts. Once again a bid of 2NT
or Three Clubs will . clarify the
situation.
In
the
above
situations
responder has the opportunity of
settling for 2NT should his singleton correspond to partner's only
four-card suit, and in every case
where he has a long two-suiter
he has the opportunity of rebidding one of them should
partner fail to show preference.
I hope I have written enough to
substantiate my contention that
transfer bids-which present an
undeniable theoretical advantagecan be used with judgment and
pure logic, in keeping with the
true spirit of the game. The same
cannot be said of most conventions.

DUPLICATE BRIDGE BOARDS
HETAL EDGED

(As supplied by the late F. Lawes)
Now Manufactured by
ARBEL PRODUCTS

3, Vittoria Street, Birmingham, I

either insist upon a suit by
bidding Three Clubs or he can
rest in 2NT.

(c) Singleton diamond. After
INT - 20; 2<y> - 2+, opener
knows that partner is uninterested in diamonds but may
have clubs. Provided he does not
want to show preference for
hearts or spades, a bid of 2NT
or Three Clubs will clarify.

(d) Singleton heart. As in (c),
the' sequence INT-2+, 20-2+
indicates responder's disinterest in

THE BLUFF NO-TRUMP OVERCALL (continued)
NORTH

+ AJ 5

Here is the deal from th¢ .
British tour: (next column)
After three passes N!-Jrth opens
a strong I NT and South responds
Four Clubs, requesting a transfer
to Four Hearts. No lead from
East can defeat the contract, but
Four Hearts played by the South
hand goes off on a spade lead.
Pairs not playing a strong no:trump are also in difficulty, as
they too arc likely to reach Four
Hearts by the wrong hand.
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<y> A 8
0 KQ84
+AI087
WEST

EAST

• 10 8 6
<y> Q 2
0110732
J 54

+K9432
<y>KJ3
0 A9 5
+96

+

SOUTH

• Q7
<y>I097654
06
+ KQ32

Try your hand at the May problems before reading ho"· the experts , 0 ted.
Problem :-.;0 • I (10 points)
J.m.p. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:
SoUTH
WEsT
NoRTH EAsT
1y>
No
I+
No
South holds:
+1084 y>AKQJ74 OK7 +K4
What should South bid?
Problem l"o. 2 (20 points)
Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding
has gone:
NoRTH EAsT
Sol!TII
Dble
Jy>
Dhle
20
Dble
?
South holds:
+864 y>A642 OA5 +QJ93
(a) Do you agree
with South's
double? If not, what alternative do you
prefer?
(h) What should South bid now?
J•roblem No.3 ( 10 points)
Match-point pairs, North-South vulnera~le, the bidding has gone:
Souru
Wn.1
NoRTH EAST
t+
2+
30
No
South holds:
+AJ87 y>AK32 OQ542 +7
What should South bid?
t•rohlem l"o. 4 (10 points)
l.m.p. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:
Soum
WL'iT
NOinH EAST
I0
INT
Dble
2+
South holds:
+QJ4 \()A OKQ742 +QH53
What should South bid'!
t•ruhlt•m No.5 (10 points)
l.m.p. scoring, East·WeM vulnerable,
the bidding has ~one:

SoUTH

No
No

WEST
I y>
4NT

NORTH EAST
No
3~
No

S+

'!
(West's 4NT bid is Culbertson and
East's Five Spade bid sho\.\-s the Ace.)
South holds:
+KJ62 y>4 OK853 +J973
What should South bid?
Problem No.6 (10 points)
l.m.p. scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:
SOliTif
WEST
NORTH EAST
I0
No
Jy>
No
2+
No
2+
No

?
South holds:
+Q6 y>J2 OK6432 +AKJ5
What should South bid'!
Problem No. 7 (20 points)
l.m.p. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:
NORTH EAST
SOUTH
WEST
No
No
tv>
3y> .
Dblc
Dble ·
2Vl
3NT
No
No
3+
?
South holds:
+AQ87 y>J OA6432 +K94 ·
(a) Do you ~grec with South's bid of
Three Spades? If not, what_alternative
do you prefer?
·
(b) What should South bid now?
Problem No.8 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, Enst-West vulnerable.
the bidding has gone:
SouTH
Wt'ST
NoRTII EAST
I+
20
Dblc
2~
No
No
Dblc
No
No
No
South holds:
+KQ654 y>H5 0(,] +AOIOfl
What should South lc:ad '!

••Winning Contract Bridge Complete" by Edgar Kaplan.
Jn effect this consists of two
separate books, each complete
in itself and containing sections
on bidding and play. The first is
concerned with fundamentals and
is designed to give a solid grounding even to a beginner so complete that he docs not know what
a trick is. The second part deals
with finer points, covering not
only bidding tactics and conventions as employed in the
modern game but also hold-ups,
avoidance plays and other expert
stratagems used in play.
The book is particularly rich
in clear examples of the principles
explained.
In addition, several
of the hands used in the advanced
section arc ingeniously selected
to illustrate more than one point
simultaneously,
without
ever
having the appearance of artificially-constructed deals.
While the book expounds what
is called "Standard American"
in its sections on bidding, it
contains a great deal of sound
commonsense that could hardly
fail to be of usc to British players.
J wish I could persuade some of
my partners to study Mr. Kaplan's
remarks on when and when not
to balance (or, as we would say,
'protect'), when the opponents
open the bidding and stop at a
low levci.-AI n Hiron

FIVE ACES!
REESE ON PLAY
"An Introduction to Good
Bridge."
Edu·ard Arnold, 12s. 6d.

THE EXPERT GAME
Enters into fields of play
where no other writer has set
foot.
E(!lrard Arnold, 12s. 6d.

PLAY BRIDGE WITH
REESE
The reader follows the
author's thoughts at every stage
of the play of 75 testing hands.
Oak Tree Press, 21 s.

THE ACOL SYSTEM
TODAY
(u·itlz Albert Dormer)
"Acol in the Space Age."
Edu·ard Arnold, ISs.

DEVELOP YOUR
BIDDING
JUDGMENT
75 bidding problc:ms following the over - the - shoulder
technique of Play Brit~~t' with

Rct•sc.
Oak Trt't' Prt's_,-, .::! Is.

HEAVEN HATH 0
FAVOURITES
This month our Afidlands correspondent,
A. 1/utchinson, is in reflectil'e mood.

Without hope life has little
meaning so, however desperate
your situation may be, hope must
never be abandoned. Remember
the wise words of Cicero: "The
greater the difficulty, the greater
the glory."
Take a look at this deal from
a recent league match:

hearts and my optimistic nature
was severely taxed when I surveyed the · dummy. East played
the King, headed by my Ace.
"How can you win a great
cause by small efforts?" Euripides
once asked. How indeed? So, .
putting on an air of supreme
confidence, I unhesitatingly led
the Jack of hearts. West ducked,
and who shall blame her? Continuing with the same tactics, I
tried the King of spades and
again she ducked. The spade
four ·ran round to East's ten and
they cashed two heart tricks,
finishing with West, the club
three and diamond five being
discarded from the closed hand.
West next led a small diamond,
taking East's ten and my Queen,
and I exited with the Jack of
spades. West then tried a club,
East's King being topped by t.he
Ace. I cashed the Ace of dtl·
monds and threw in West with the
nine, but she had a fourth
diamond to make and I could

NORTH

• 9 8 53
<y>865
0 876
982

+
WEST

EAST

+ A62
Y'Q732
0 K4 3 2
+64

• Q 107
<y>KI094
OJIO

+ K '7 5

SOUTH

+ KJ 4
<y> A J

0 A Q9 5
+A Q 10 3
. Not unnaturally, my opening
htd of 2NT became the final
contract. West led the 2 of
30

NORTH

take only the last trick with my
master club.

+ A2

V' J 8 2
OQJ543
Q3

"If ever I had any luck," I
grumbled, "East would have held
one of those two last diamonds
and I would have made my
contract.''

•

•

+K
WF.ST

EAST

•

+KJ97653
V' 10 5
0 87
+A4

10 8 4

V'9643
0 A K9
985

•

+

On page 44 of the April issue.
the Editor remarks that the
various natural and conventional
responses to notrump bids give
greater freedom to the opener
as well as the responder. Well, I've
been opening 1NT on irregular
distributions for many years, and
recently even on 5-4-3- J types,
but I never dared admit it before.
For one thing, I feared that you
might wonder about my sanity
and, in any case, the 5-4-3-J
idea isn't mine. Edgar Foster is
responsible. The underlying philosophy is, that if murder is to be
committed, then 3NT is the place
for it; but only if you don't talk
too much .

SOUTH

+Q
V'AKQ7
0 10 6 2

+110762
led the King of diamonds and
then switched; fortunately to
hearts. Taking the trick with the
King in the closed hand, I
knocked out the Ace of clubs
and East returned a heart. After
that ten tricks had to be made.
"I suppose your lot won this
match," said my wife when I
showed her these two deals. I
nodded cheerfully.
"Well you don't deserve to,"
she went on severely. "I never saw
such luck. The gods certainly
favoured you. And how!"
"It's my purity of heart," I
told her with a grin and quoted
from the illustrious Lao Tszc.
"•Heaven hath no favourites: it
always aids the good man'."
ller final comment was inci sive. "Sez you!"

Consider the hand below, from
the same match as the previous
deal: (next column.)
What do you do with the South
hand? Pass, or risk One Club
or One Heart? In my lucid
intervals, I pass but, when the fit
is upon me, I open I NT. That's
what I did on this occasion and
partner raised to 3NT. West
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THE WATCHER
Unbridled banter from our Special Commissioner on the inside of big bridge.
.. What are the selectors really trying to do?"'
is the question raised this month.

In the May issue you publish
three letters on the subject . of
team selection and add a number
of editorial observations. What
strikes me about these letters is
none of them is addressed to the
question of what the selection
committee is really trying to do,
or should be trying to do. Per-.
haps it is not surprising, because
the selectors themselves have
seemed on occasions to have
confused notions.

(Editor), not wishing to encourage
prima donna attitudes ·(Phillips),
bringing out a sound scheme
unhampered by interested players
(Ingram), not Jetting the minority
with special interests wag the
selectorial tail · (Editor, passim)·
Most of these objectives are,
to my mind, irrelevant and red
herrings. Could we not approach
the matter more logically and
purposefully by asking two
questions:
1. What are the selectors trying
to do?

There is talk in these letters
about · justice being seen to be
done (Farrington), g1vmg all ·
2. How are they to achiere it?
players their opportunity (Farrington), laying down the proYou might think that the answer
cedure for trials in advance and to ( 1) was self-evident-choose
adhering to it (Phillips), avoiding the best team. But if you look
heart-burning among players who again at the excerpts quoted abo\'c,
might reasonably expect to par- you will sec that many other
ticipatc (Ingram), maintaining the objectives arc brought into the
prestige . of the governing bodies reckoning. Some people say ~ut·
(Ingram), being wrong to have a right that it's not all that 1111 "
different method each year portant to send the very he~t
32

team, and that trials ought to be
open to everyone. That is a
tenable view, but docs it represent
the wishes of the large number
who, in one way or another,
contribute to the expenses of
sending teams abroad? What do
they want to sec for their money?
Are they concerned that every
National Master should have a go
in a pairs trial, risking the
possibility that we end up with at
least one pair far below the best
that could have been chosen? Do
they see any virtue in the general
policy of "keeping the players
happy?"

laugh! \Vould they hold a series
of pairs trials and abide by the .
results? Don't make me cry!
What they probably would do is
decide that certain players were
w<?rth their place and ought not
to be left out, and to ·complete
the team they would hold some
team trials, perhaps . requiring
the "probables" to take part.
Then they would choose the final
team on the basis of the form
displayed-not strictly on the
results.
The . selectors in . recent years
have often followed this general
policy, I agree, but after the
dissatisfaction that followed the
abandonment of trials before the
Olympiad the air is full of confused and angry mutterings. All
I ask is, Jet us be clear about the
objectives. · Many countries recently have been following divided
policies, with the ·result . that
France took the field without
Ghestem, Jais or Trezel, America
without Mathe and one or two
others who would have strengthened · their team. Let us, in
Britain, decide what we want to
do, and then do it!
Terence Reese. London, W.l.

I don't think so. It is the
players on the fringe-the "interested parties"-who talk along
those lines and sometimes succeed
in deflecting the selectors .· from
·
their proper task.
Now let us pass on to the second
question posed above, and to
clarify the issue let us begin . with
an hypothesis:
Suppose that the selectors were
like football managers or baseball
coaches, and that it were worth
£5,000 each to them to send a winning team to the next championship,
what would they do?
To name just two of the fatuous
suggestions that are made every
year, would they determine to send
the winners of the Gold Cup,
just like that? Don't make me

The

tlwu~ht

of holclin~ trials

For players
Gircs our

A most
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PRECAUTIONARY
MEASURES (4)
Eric Crowhurst concludes a series in 1rhiclz
he has expressed new ideas on the management
of suit combinations.

whether to plump for the extra
chance of finding the singleton
10 with North or the singleton
Queen with South. The double
finesse, plus the chance of finding
the right singleton honour, offers
a 24% chance of three tricks.
Now suppose our opponents
can be relied upon always to
cover a high card if it is physically
possible for them to do so. A
better practical plan presents itself:
lead the 9; if this is covered with
the 10, proceed as before by
running the Jack through next
in the hope that the Queen and
10 arc both with South. If the
10 fails to appear on the 9.
however, it will be safe against
some opponents to assume that
it is in the North hand: the best
practical chance in that case is to
abandon all hope of the double
finesse and to bang down the
Ace and King. hoping to drop the
ny combining both
Queen.
chances in this way we incn:ase
the chances to 29 ~~.

In previous months we have
discussed a group of suit combinations on which the correct
play varies according to the
number of tricks required. We
have also discovered a group of
holdings on which the best play
depends on the declarer's estimation of his opponents' ability; for
example, on whether they would
be capable of ducking without
dithering.
Developing this theme, the play
in the next example depends on
whether you can rely on your
opponents always to cover an
honour:
WEST

EAST

AK2

J98

Theoretically, the best chance
of making three tricks from this
holding is to find both the
Queen and 10 with South. The
choice therefore is between leading the Jack and running the 9
next if it is covered, or leading the
9 and running the Jack next if
the 9 is covered. In other words,
35

10 S, K 10 S and Q 10 ~. you
should lead small towards West
and play the Ace unless the 10
appears from the left. This
produces five tricks in all cases
where South has two or more
WEST
EAST
· cards in the suit, except when he
AJ9642 753
has precisely K Q I0 8 or K Q 8.
How would you play for five It offers a 59% chance of success.
tricks? If South has a void or a
Similarly:
!lingleton, which will happen 30
WEST
EAST
times in every 100, the situation is
K 8 7 53 2 10 6 4
hopeless and no play will score
How do you play for three
five tricks. So assume that South
has at least two cards in the suit. tricks, four tricks and five tricks?
Against perfect defence, the play
THREE TRICKS. Lead small
is to lead small to the 9; if this towards the 10 first, in case South
loses to the I0, play ofT the Ace is void in the suit.
··
next and hope for a 2-2 break;
FIVE TRICKS. The only hope
if the 91oses to the King or Queen, is that South has the doubleton
finesse the Jack on the next round. Ace. Lead low to the King and
This wins five tricks in all cases hope; he will oblige 20% of the
where North has no more than time.
two cards in the suit, except where
FOUR TRICKS. Lead small
he has the bare 10 or the double- to the King. If this loses to the
ton K-Q. It offers an overall Ace, continue by leading back
57% chance of success.
to the 10-. This produces four
Against opponents who will tricks 78 times in 100, succeeding
always split their honours if they against all 3-1 or 2-:-2 breaks
ha\•e both King and Queen, we except those where North has
can guarantee · five trich in all either the singleton Ace or A Q J.
cases where South has two or There is a slight improvement,
more cards in the suit by leading which will increase our chances
small to the Ace. Such opponents against defenders who would never
arc !.earce these days, hO\vever, false-card from Q J 9: lead small
and the best practical play lies in towards the King, play the King
compromise. If you can rely if South produces the Queen or
upon South not to false-card Jack but duck if he plays the 9.
with the 10 from such holdings as This costs a trick if South has

"Another group of plays on
which it helps to know the
opposition's habits arc those which
depend on the defence not falsecarding. Example:

A 9, but saves a trick when South
omits to false-card from Q J 9.
It therefore increases our chances
of making four tricks to 84%.

0

Next case:
WEST

EAST

A K 942

Q83

more likely to ha\'e started with a
singleton honour than with J 10
doubleton. This makes fi\'e tricks
76 times out of 100 against Jessthan-perfect defenders.
This is my last example of
plays which depend for their
validity on mistakes by the opponents. I conclude with some
different situations.

How would you play for four
tricks? And five tricks? And for
five tricks against indifferent opThe following combination is
ponents?
FOUR TRICKS. Lead small one on which a number of textfrom the Queen and insert the 9 books offer misleading advice:
WEST
EAST
if South follows with a small card.
A
10
4
2
K 93
It is, of course, true that we can
cater for a void with North by
If you require four tricks you
leading small to the 8 at the first must bang out the Ace and King in
trick, but the play to the 9 is the hope that this will be one of
superior in that it offers a better the three deals in every 100 on
chance of collecting five tricks at which the Q-J are doubleton. But
the same time as guaranoteeing how would you play the suit for
four.
thi-ee tricks?
FIVE TRICKS. Cash the Ace
Leading authorities ha\'e recomand Queen in either order. This mended that the best way is to
offers a 73% chance of success, lay down the Ace and King, the
producing five tricks against all argument being that this line will
3-2 breaks and when there is a -succeed against any 3-3 break
singleton honour with North.
and when either missing honour
Against
inexperienced
op- appears in two rounds. Closer
ponents, however, we can improve analysis, howe\'er, re\'eals that
the chances of five tricks. Cash this is erroneous, and that to
the Ace; if both opponents follow lead small to the 9 before cashing
with small cards, play the Queen the King and Ace imprtwes the
next as before; but if South chances by almost 5 ~· ~; . If the
drops an honour under the Ace, suit divides equally or if Q-J
continue by finc~sing the X, relying arc doubleton, either line nr
on him not to have false-carded attack will succeed. Let us therewith J 10 x and knowing that he is fore consider the n:mainin~ ten
0

J7

suppose you need five tricks from
the following:

cases and the number of tricks
made by (a) cashing the Ace and
King, and (b) leading small to
the 9 and then cashing the King
and Ace.
This shows that by cashing Ace
and King you will be held to two
tricks 29.81% of the time, whereas
by leading small to the 9 before
cashing the King and Ace the
figure is reduced to 25.03%.
In addition to the superior odds
offered by playing low to the 9
first, there is the practical advantage that if it fails the declarer
is still in control. If, on the
other hand, he cashes the Ace and
King first and fails to drop an
honour, he must continue on his
chosen path by playing a third
round of the suit. This may leave
an opponent free to cash two
tricks if the Queen and Jack are
in the same hand.
Suit combinations which look
almost identical may require different handling. For example,
WEST

QJxxxx
QJxxx
Q (J) X X X X
Q JX X
Q (J) X X X
Q (J) X
XX

Q (J}
X

WEST

EAST

AQ942 183
The correct play is to lead small
to the Queen. If this holds, you
have the choice of cashing the
Ace (in the hope of finding K x
in South) or of leading the Jack,
(trying to pin 10 x in North).
Both plays offer a 19% chance of
five tricks. (Incidentally, a firstrate South holding K-10 doubleton will play the King on the first
round, so that you will lose an
unnecessary trick if you subsequently take the "obvious"
finesse of the 8. In such company,
therefore, the odds favour cashing
another high ho.n our if the King
appears from the left on the first
round. This reduces the chance
of collecting five tricks to 16~~-)
Change West's holding slightly:
WEST

EAST

AQ976 J83
The play for five tricks is no

EAST
X

1 (Q}
XX

J {Q) X
J (Q) X X X
Q J X X ,
J (Q) X X X X
QJxxx
QJxxxx
38

%
0.75
4.84
2.42
9.69
12.92
12.92
9.62
2.42
4.82
0.75

(a)
2
2
3
2
3
3
2
3
2
3

(b)

3
3
3
2
3
2
3
2
3
3

longer to lead small to the Queen:
the strengthening of dummy's
intermediate cards means that it
is now possible to cope with an
original holding of K 10 x x with
South and, since this holding is
three times as likely as a singleton
King, the correct play is to lead the
Jack, intending to run the 8
through next if it is covered.
This produces five tricks whenever South has both King and 10
and not more than two other cards,
and also when North has the
singleton 10. Total chancealmost 25%.
Pedantic readers may claim that
the same effect can be achieved by
leading small to the 9 first, but
this would be inferior in that it
offers no greater chance of collecting five tricks but considerably
increases one's chances of making
only three.
One more example of similar
holdings which require dissimilar
treatment:
WEST

EAST

A942

Q 10 3

How would you play for three
tricks'! No line of play offers
good prospects, but the best is to
lead small to the 10 and then,
if this loses to the Jack, small to
the 9. If the King appears from
North on the first round, finesse
the 10 next. This produces three
tricks if the King and Jack are

both with North (24 %), if there
is a singleton honour with North
(2 %) and also in the following
cases:
SOUTH

NORTH

Kxxx
K JX

J

K

JX X
xxxx

X X

KJ

X
XXX

The total chance of three tricks
is 52%, over 8% better than is
offered by the alternative (running
the Queen through and then
leading small to the 9.)
But suppose we improve
dummy's holding by replacing the
4 with the 8:
WEST

EAST

A 982

Ql03

Would your play for three
tricks still be the same? l hope not.
Now that dummy has been solidified, the double finesse will lose
only when King and Jack arc
both with North. Leading the
Queen, with the intention of
running the 10 next, will produce
three tricks 76 times out of 100.
It now has a clear advantage over
leading small to the 10 and
running the Queer~ next. It is
true that we can make three tricks
just as often by running the 10
through before the Queen, but
the recommended play has the
slight advantage that it will produce all four tricks if North has
the lone Jack.
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EPITAPH
The late Virginia Trupp lies here,
From earthly cares released,
Who watched her income disappear
While others' she increased.
Of contract bridge a devotee,
Yet lacking any flair,
She filled competitors with glee,
And partners with despair.
But ·trumps no longer will she shed
Too soon, or keep too long,
Or cover honours subtly led
When covering is wrong.
Her points she' //wrongly count no more,
Nor honours wrongly claim,
Nor, bidding, overlook ihe score
And miss a certain game.
For here she lies, Virgii1ia Trupp
A spinster of this town,
Who spent her mornings getting up,
Her evenings, going down.
A. C. G.
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June Competition

A J?~ncl o~ experts will a!lswer the questions and the ma.rkit~g of t~e
compctt.tton wtll be detcrmmcd by, though not necessanly tn stnct
proportwn to, the votes ·o r the panel.
FIRST PRIZE
SECOND AND TIIIRD PRIZES
Two Guineas.
One Guinea.
1'/mse read these mles carefully. No competitor may send in more
than one entry. Only annual subscribers arc eligible.
Ans"·ers should be sent to One Jlundred Ull, llriti~h Bridge World,
35 l>onr Street, London, W.l, to arrh·e not later than first post
.July 1. Some latitude will be gh·en to onrse:ts compeeitors .

.w

00

Probkm 1'\o. I ( 10 points)
Match-point pairs, North-South \'UI·
ncrablc, the bidding has gone:
Souru
Wrsr
NoRTH EAsT
J(/
Dble
I+
No

SouTH

Problem i'\o. 2 (20 points)
Love all, the bidding has gone:
WEsT

NoRTH

EAsT

Jcy>

No

I+

No

SOUTH

NORTH

EAST

Icy>

Dble

Redble

EAST
No

EAST

SOUTH

WEST

NORTH

EAST

I+

No

INT

2+

South holds:
+AKJ42 \/AK9 010332 +JO
(a) What should South bid?
(b) What should South bid if East h:1J
passed?

Problem No.4 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, East-West vulnerable,
the bidding has gone:
NORTII

NORTH

Problem No. 7 (20 points)
Match-point pairs, East-West vulnerable, the bidding has gone:

South holds:
+10972 cy>J084 074 +J832
What should South bid?

2+

WEST

No
Icy>
No
No
?
South holds:
+1043 cy>KQ976 0874 +AQ
What should South bid?

WEST

W!:ST

~0

I+
3NT

Problem No.3 (10 points)
l.m .p. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:

SoUTII

EAST

1\/

Problem l'\o. 6 (10 points)
l.m.p. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:

South holds:
+5 cy>AQJ1064 OKQ97 +96
What should South bid:
(a) At match-point pairs?
(b) At I.m.p. scoring?

SOUTII

~ORTH

No
No
30
2+
?
(West's 30 bid is strong. but not
forcing.)
South holds:
+KI087 cy>J6 OA5 +AI0972
What should South bid?

South holds:
+tO cy>AK873 OKJ82 +KI04
What should South bid?

Sount

WEST

Problem No.8 (10 points)
l.m.p. scoring, love all, the l:l i JJin~
has gone:
Souru
Wrs T
Nmnu EAST
Icy>
No
3cy>
't'o
.t"7
No
No
No

South holds:
+93 cy>JI096 OQIJ75 +AK.t
What should South bid?

•)

l,rohlt·m l"o. 5 (10 points)
Rubber bridge, North-South
ncrahk, the bidding has gone:

South holds:
+KS.t2 cy>J5 OA7-t2 +JOS3
What should South lc.1J '?

\'lll41

ONE
HUNDRED UP
Conducted by A LAN HI RON
~lay

solutions : If you did not enter for the
May competition, try your hand at the problems
on page 28 before reading how the experts \'Oted.
The panel for the May competition
consisted of the following fourteen
experts: E. Crowhurst, R. Crown,
G. C. H. Fox, J. Nunes, T. Reese, D.
Rimington, J. Sharples, and N. Smart,
all of London and the Home Counties;
P. Swinnerton-Dyer of Cambridge; J.
Besse of Geneva; H. Filarski of Amsterdam; K. Barbour of Massachusetts; J.
le Dentu of Paris; and J. Vanden Borre
of Ghent.
Prohll•m 1'\o. I (10 points)
l.m.p. scoring, game all, the bidding
has gone:
SoUTII
Wrsr
NORTII EAST
I\;/
No
No

I+

South holds:
+1084 \;/AKQJ74 OK7 +K4
What should South bid?
Anww: 2NT, 10; Three Hearts, 6;
Four Hearts, 4.
The panr/'J I'll/(': 8 for 2NT; 5 for
Three Hearts (Nunes, Reese, Rimington,
lc Dcntu and Vanden Borre); 2 for
Four llearts (Fox and Crown).
I set this problem thinking I might
trap quite a few competitors into rebidding some number of hearts, hut
hoping that the panel would he ;llmost
UIMnimous in their commr.:ndation of
the 2NT hill. I was jolted from Ill>'
~:omplaccn.:e hy such !>Uhmissions as:
R11 SJ : "Thrl·e llearts. A 'problem'

that might we11 have appeared in that
valuable adjunct, Bridge Academy."
VAN DEN BORRE: "Three Hearts. Where
is the problem?"
LE DENTU: 'Three Hearts. If North
passes Three Hearts, I don't think that
we can make ten tricks."
Very true, but Three Hearts commits
you to trying for nine tricks and these
nine tricks may be as available in notrumps, where they will make game,
as in hearts. The solid heart suit is
surely an ·asset rather than a liability in
no-trumps and my only qualm about
bidding 2NT is that it is perhaps a
tiny bit of an underbid. In any case
the South hand is essentially balanced
and contains stoppers in both the unbid
suits. However, it is quite easy to
construct hands where partner will
freely raise to 3NT with fair spades,
lacking perhaps the Ace, and it then
turning out that we have only one stop
in the minor suit that the opponents
choose to lead. Four llearts on such
hands might prove to he straigl.tt·
forward but 3NT impossibll:. In sp1tc
of this possible dr;l\\ back, 2NT had !,:(l<'J
support:
B1 ssr: "2NT. It ~l'Cill~ the ri~ht
time for South to intn,duce lh)·trulliP'
- with his minor suit gu.1rds this ~c.:ms
better than to try and pcr~uaJc J"Nih
to hid thr.:m."

it. Provided of course that we · have
some values."
CROWHURST: "Agree with Double.
Almost a conventional bid nowadays."
SHARPLES: "Agree with Double. The
standard procedure to expose a possible
nuisance bid."
FtLARSKt: "Agree with Double. But
North should understand that we expect
him to hold better hearts than, say,
King and another before he passes this
double."
Yes, when sitting North in this
situation we must always bear this
proviso in mind.
Only Vanden Borre darkly assures
us that "As a rule the double would
promise another type of hand.''
Amwer to (h): 2NT, 10; Three
Diamonds, 6; No Bid, 4; Three Clubs,
3.
The panel's rote: 8 for 2NT: 4 for
Three
Diamonds (Fox, Sharples.
Phillips and Smart); 2 for No Bid
(Swinnerton-Dyer and Crowhurst); I
for Three Clubs (Barbour).
South has an av.·kward decision here
none of the alternatives seeming really
satisfactory. The popular choice of
2NT seems best as it at least defines the
strength of his hand quite accurately,
but the diamond stopper is not all that
it might be. To bid Three Diamonds
will ensure that the hand is pb)ed in
the right strain but might easily result
in the partnership getting too high;~fter ;~II South has only eh:ven points
facing a non-vulnerable double. Of
course P.S.-D. isn't at a loss:
SwtN:-orRros-DnR: ··No Bid. With
no obvious :1etion, ;1 forcing pass must
be hcst. It is forcing lx"<';lusc on the
;~uction so far it is imrx)ssible that our
right lin;1l contract shoukl ~ to ddcnd
Two Diamonds undoubkd. To bid
Thr"·e Diamonds could kad to trou!-lk

SIIARI'LI:S : "2NT. This type of hand
often offers a better play for game in
no-trumps than in a suit. 2NT is thus
clearly superior to Three Hearts and
ensures that the contract will be played
from the right hand. No case can be
made for a direct game bid."
Problem No.2 (20 points)
Rubber bridge, love all, the bidding
has gone:

Souru

WEST

10
I+

Dble
?
South holds:

NORTII
Dble
Dble

EAST

1'7
20

+864 '?A642 OA5 +QJ93
(a) Do you agree with South's
double? If not, what alternative do you
prefer?
(b) What should South bid now?
Answer to (a): Agree with Double, 10;
prefer 2NT, 2; prefer I NT, 2.
The panel's rote: 13 for Agree with
Double; I prefers 2NT (Crown); I
prefers 1NT (Vanden Borre).
There seems little to say about the
first part of this question. A standard
counter-measure has been adopted
against the occasionally tried ruse of
introducing a non-existent suit over a
double by your right-hand opponent
when holding fair support for partner's
suit as an escape. If, as South, you hold
at least four hearts and enough points
to volunteer a bid freely then you
double. With longer and stronger hearts
you can of course double first and later
bid the suit to expose the suspected
psyche completely, but for the moment
all you have shown is at least four of the
suit and values.
Swtl'l'tlnos-un R:
"Double.
A
double in this position indicates a
suspicion that we arc being psyched
out of :1 hc:;lrt contract, and four small
hearts would he good enough to justify
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if partner has only three hearts and no
diamond guard-he might be impelled
to bid Three Hearts which could be
confusing. This way he will bid Three
Clubs (denying four l1earts) and then
Three Hearts over my Three Diamonds
and I shall know where I am."
The other candidate for No Bid had
di!Terent ideas:
CROWHURsT: "No Bid. Not a forcing
pass by definition, but it will be so
much more helpful for partner to make
the next bid, it is worth the very slight
risk that it will be the end of the auction.
Anyhow, to bid on would annoy partner
if he were itching to get his hands on
Two Diamonds."
Not really very likely, but your first
point is well taken.
I have given the views of the minority
first as they seemed more interesting
than the block vote for 2NT, but I
suppose we must listen to what the
majority have to say:
RIMII"GTON: "2NT. Dull and unimaginative."
V A!'-ID[N BoRRE: "2NT. Of course."
BtssE: "2NT. Showing that I am not
interested in mild heart support, and
that my diamonds, though guarded,
arc not all that strong."
SltARI'u.s: 'Three Diamonds. With
poorish suits of our own this is the best
all-purpose bid to show controls and all
round values. I rule out no-trumps as
we arc unlikely to want to play there."
Fox: "Three Diamonds. A pass
might not he taken as forcing. Three
Diamonds leaves room for North to
hid hearts if he has four of them or
even spades if he has a good five card
!.Uit."
But \\here arc you going if he hasn't'!
BAIUIOUIC ''Three Clubs. What's the
probkm'! I suppl)Se you :1re tr)·ing to
trap a kw of the we;1kcr com~titors

into bidding 2NT with only one stop
in a suit that partner has suggested he
is short in."
Problem 1'\o. 3 (10 points)
Match-point pairs, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:
Souni
WEST
NORTII EAST
I+
2+
30
No
?
South holds:
+AJ87 ~AK32 OQ542 +7
What should South bid?
Answer: Three Hearts, 10; Four
Diamonds, 5; Four Clubs, 4; 4NT, 4.
The panel's l'ote: to for Three Hearts;
3 for Four Diamonds (Fox, Crowhurst
and Vanden Borre); I for Four Clubs
(Filarski); 1 for 4NT (Ba~bour) .
It is possible that North has forced
with powerful spade support and only a
short diamond suit, in which case the
popular choice of Three Hearts will gi,:e
him maximum space to tell us hts
intentions. If we raise partner immediately to Four Diamonds and he
gives us Four Spades we will be very
much in the dark about his spa.dc
support. Furthermore, if we r:usc
diamonds straight aw:1y and later show
our hearts, partner will take the lat~cr
bid as a simple cue-bid not neccssanly
suggesting anything about our shap.:~
On the other hand, if we bid hearts 00 "
and subsequently show considcra~lc
cntliusiasm for partner's diamonds, (lur
distribution cannot he misconstru~J
and a shortage in clubs will be ck;~rly
shown.
_
· •
R11 sr: "Thr~e Jl~arts.
l·olll)\\l 11 ~
\\hat I r~ganl as a valuable but nl·~k..:•~·.
principle-\\ h~n !'C\ era! ~nund ha,l\ ;~~~
avaibhk·, one s1H'II1d gi\1! prcfa~n-~
to the ll)\\~st."
.
• ,_,~
S\IART: "Thrl·~ I k.lriS . The 11. , 1
•
o•ar
.
economi..:al ''ay t) f ~ 1HH\ 111 ~ • h.anu .
1
To raisl! lli.anwnd-; imnh:,!i.ltdy '"'ll·•1

lea\c us in diniculties if partner bids
four Spades:•
Bt~~c "Three Hearts. Followed of
course by diamond support. Mind you,
1 think Four Diamonds is just as good
but the fate of the hand won't depend
upon the bid that South makes at this
point."
There we must agree to differ;
although it may not affect the outcome
of the auction, surely South will feel
happier if he has suggested his Club
shortage to partner before the bidding
gets too high.
VANDEN BoRRE: "Four Diamonds.
This is the second problem where I
can't find a catch. What else should I
bid?''
CROWHURST:
"Four
Diamonds.
South should not bid Three Hearts
in these situations in case partner has
forced on the strength of a spade fit.
Neither should he jump to Five Diamonds for, while this shows a good
diamond fit it also limits the hand
severely and should not be employed
with such good controls."
As I have already suggested, it is
just in case partner has got the spades
with us that we should prefer Three
llearts to Four Diamonds.
Filarski quibbles over the opening
t.id of One Spade instead of the fashionable One Heart, but I am not fond of his
Four Club suggestion. This bid would
he better utilised to descrihc a hand
' ith a fit in partner's suit and j ir.1t
round control in the enemy suit - after
all, here is a forcing-to-game situation,
and \\e arc not afraid of partner pa"in~.
Pruhlmt 1'\o,-' ( 10 ptlints)

l.m.p. ~cMing, lmc all, the
gLlne:

ha~

Sotd 11

Wt~r

!"01011

10

I~T

Dhlc

hiddin~

South holds:

+OJ4 \?A

OKQ7~2

+0853

What should South bid'!
An.m w: Double, 10: ;-..;o Bid. S:
Three Clubs, 2.
The panel's mte: 7 for Double: 7 for
No Bid (Reese, Besse, Fo:<, Cro\\ n.
Le Dentu, Vanden Borre and Phillips):
I for Three Clubs (Rimington).
Those who passed reasoned that
if partner could find nothing to say
over Two Spades they could hardly be
missing anything. It was the fear that
partner might introduce a heart bid, if
South passed, that spurred the rest of the
panel into making wh:lt looks like
a rather speculative double.
Swtl'l'ERTOS-DYER: ''Double.
It
doesn't look as if the opposition arc
going to find a heart fit, even supposing
that they have one. If I don't doub!c
and partner has good hearts, he will
show them and then what am Ito do? ..
S'tART: "Double. What on c3rth
else?"
I like to arrange matters so tha t
panelists who make remarks like that arc
rewarded with scores of four or k ss. but
unfortunately I agree with Smart hac.
FtLARSKI: "Doubk. I can't \\a it fN
QJ 109:< of their suit be fMc I Joubh: ...
StiARI'LI'S:
''DL)Ublc:.
s,,n~C\\hat
SJ'l=Culati\·e, but may well \.' .ISC p.trtncr's
rebid probkm as the bidJin~ i · alre.t.l~
incom·enicntly hi~h."
C~towut.:RSl': "(),)ublc. P.trtner llllhl
have more than his fair !\ktrc l'f h.:.trh
and our hand' ''ill lh't tit tl,,) "ell if" e
altl' lllf't to l'C.:lllllC the 1k.:l.trin ~ s. i~.!c .
Furthl'fllhlr"'• p.ntna t::tn ah\ :t~::. pull
the dt)ublc if, f,)r C\:unrk. his ori ~i n .tl
lhlltblc \\a'\ b . t~I.'J l'll a d i.un,,nJ ti t l'f
~,,me lind."
:\II the se ;tr~um.:nts S Uf'~'rl tl ~ e
llhllkrn tendl.'n.:y fM 10\\ k\cl r-;n.tlt~
lhlul,ks t1) simply st:ttc th .1 t in the l i~ ! l t

of the auction so far, a player sees the
lx:st chance of a fair plus score in
defence: if his partner has anything
else to tell him (in our example a diamond tit) he will not take the double
as a command.
BL<;sc "No Bid. Whether a pass
would be forcing or not, I believe that
North has the best chance to determine
the appropriate action at this point."
PtiiLLII'S: "No Bid. There is no
con~tructive bid available and partner,
after all, is still there."
Ru.sr.: "No Bid. No reason to be
like a woman who has to till every
silence, even when she has nothing to
say."
Prohltm No.5 (10 points)
l.m.p. scoring, East-West vulnerable,
the bidding has gone:

Soum

Wr.sr

No
No

1\;/
4NT

NORTH
No
No

EAST

3\;/

S+

(Wc~t's 4NT bid is Culbertson and
East's Five Spade bid shows the Ace.)
South holds:

+KJr,2 \;/4 OK853 +J973
What should South bid?

An.nra: No Bid, 10; Double, 6.
1'l1r pund'.r mtc•: II for No Bid; 4
for Double (Swinnerton-Dycr, Nunes,
Rce~e :md Fox).
An interesting problem-! don't
remember one like this creeping into
100 UP before. Briefly, North-South
arc likely to be defending against a
contract of Six I leans played by West,
and South has the opportunity to
Ml!!l:le~t to North that a spade lead
would suit him . Should he take this
d _1ance'! Or ~hould he let North make
hl'i natural lead unadvised'! The Ace
of Spades would almost certainly have
lx·l·n ~hnwn to be in the East hand, but
South \\nuld he reasonably happy with

whatever lead partner found. Again, can
South even be sure that he wants
partner to lead a spade? The panel
were quick to seize upon this last point:
SI!ARPLL<;; "No Bid. A double here
is often a two-edged weapon. It not
only imparts information but gives the
opponents more bidding room. Here,
for example, West can redouble with a
singleton spade. In any event partner
is likely to lead a spade without any
prompting."
But see P.S.-D.'s remarks later. . . .
PHILLIPS: "No Bid. Jf we double,
declarer will put up the Ace of Spades
in dummy on the opening lead and, all
too probably, make his contract by
some other means, throwing us in,
for example, to lead away from the King
of Diamonds." ·
CROWN: "No Bid. I have absolutely
no reason to suspect that a spade lead
may be best for our side. I will be
happy with any natural lead that partner
cares to make and 1 want him to make
an unbiased selection."
BESsE: "No Bid. Experience has
shown that defenders seldom profit
from this kind of lead directing double,
unless it is absolutely obvious, which is
far from being the case here."
Exactly! If, for example, South's
spades were as good as KQJx and he
had little of any value elsewhere, then
it would be impcmtive for him to
suggest a spade lead to prevent partner
making an attacking lead from. say,
QIOxx in a minor suit.
Which makes the ad\'oC:JC)' of one or
two distinguished couno;cl surprising:
Rus1:: "Double. lhlw )llU :1rc gllin!!
to divide competitors with this qucstilln
is beyond my understanding."
No reason to he liJ...c a \Hllll;tll " 111'
has to till up every ~ilcncc ....

Problem :"o. 6 (10 points)
l.m.p. scoring, North-South vulnerable, the bidding has gone:
NORTII EAST
Soum
WL'iT
I~
No
10
No
2+
· No
2+
No
South holds:
+Q6 ~J2 OK6432 +AKJ5
What should South bid?
An.mer: 2NT, 10; Three Hearts, 6;

Nor docs he.
SltARI'LES: "2NT. Even without a
full spade stop this is certainly the most
natural and commonsense bid. It docs
not necessarily follow from partners
failure to bid no-trumps himself that he
lacks a guard in the suit, for with
holdings such as Kxx or Axx he would
clearly prefer me to be declarer in
no-trumps."
CROWHURST: "Three Hearts. In my
book, South needs a completely independent spade guard to venture
into no-trumps at this point. Lacking
this, a simple preference to hearts is
likely to be the most helpful for partner:
he will not expect more than a doubleton
honour, for with three fair hearts I
would have raised his suit rather than bid
another minor suit."
SMART: "Three Hearts. Tell me who
I'm playing with and I might give a
different answer. When among the
Mods the significance of Two Spades c.'\n
vary."
P.S.-D. has an interesting suggestion
behind which lies a story.
SWINNERTON·DYER: "Three Spades.
A scientific contortion. Even though
partner's spade bid is the fourth suit,
it is tempting to bid 2NT and at the
table I have little doubt that I would do
this. On the panel however, it is my
duty to lay down pure doctrine, un·
worldly though it may he. South
cannot bid no-trumps without a sp;uk
stop. lie could giv..: preferenc..: to
hearts but if partner really has spades
then 3NT will he hetter. lie thercfMe
bids Three Spades to return to p;trtna
the duty of gazing into the Cr)Stal
ball. Clc.:arly such a hid must in.:lude
half a spade stop, but of course South
has denied holding four spades \\hen h..:
rebid Two Clubs over his partner's On..:
lleart."

Three Diamonds, 4: Thr~e Spades, 4;
3NT, 3.
The panel's rote: 8 for 2NT; 3 for
Three Hearts (Crowhurst, Smart and
Phillips); 2 for Three Diamonds (Fox
and Rimington): I for Three Spades
(Swinnerton-Dyer): I for 3NT (Vanden
Borre).
South has a difficult bid to make if
his partner's last bid was not a genuine
suit but the forcing fourth suit, possibly
denying any values at all in spades. The
majority of the panelists have treated
North's Two Spade bid as such, but
many have deemed that the Queen and
another spade were likely to prove
an adequate guard in the suit, even if
partner did not have enough there to
suggest no-trumps. For those panelists
to whom North's spade bid suggested
spade strenxrh there was no problem,
of course, and 2NT was the natural
thing to do.
Btsst:: "2NT. Ret:lin this example
for your next book, page 53, 'further
bidding by opener'."
Obviously he doesn't play the "fourth
suit."
R11 s.:: "2NT. There arc times when
the old Simonic injunction to bid what
you think you can make is not the \\hole.:
:mswer. It is true that you expect 3NT
to he comfortabl..: hut to jump to 3NT
would suggest r..:serves of strength you
\IO not (l\)SSCSS."
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Now I can let the reader into a
I was
playing with P.S.-D. Playing with
anyonr el se I would have bid 2NT, but
I thought that the Three Spade bid
he has just expounded would be duck
soup to him at the table, so I tried it..
"four Spades," he trumpeted instantly. Oh well, five Hearts only
went one ofT.

effectively gain a round of bidding.
Nevertheless, most panelists reasoned
along simple lines:
Nur-;ES: "Agree with Three Spades.
Partner has asked me to bid a suit, so
why not?"
Another viewpoint:
FtLARSKt: "No, prefer Four Diamonds. If North holds four ·spades,
he can show them now-or could have
done so earlier. I don't like to passit might lead North into thinking that
my double was more protective and
weaker."
But this is an impression that you can
correct later; after all partner is not
going to pass Three Hearts doubled.
SwJNNERTON-DYER: "No, prefer No
Bid. Clearly partner hasn't got five
spades, or he would have bid them. If
I pass he can bid spades to show four;
so when I bid them it shows five. This
sort of inference is often missed."
PHILLIPS: "No, prefer Four Hearts.
As we arc distinctly better than we ·
might be, we should make a bid that
ensures game being reached."
Amll'rr to (b): Five Diamonds, 10;
Four Diamonds, 8; Four Hea.rts, 8;
No Bid, 6.
Tltr pond's mtr: 4 for Five Diamonds;
S for Four Diamonds (Crowhurst,
Besse, Fox, Crown and Le Dentu);
2 for four Hearts (Filarski and Barbour); 4 for No Bid (Reese, Smart,
Rimington and Vanden Borre).
I forecast a storm of protest here, for
I have taken considerable liberties
with the marking. llowever, six of the
panel commit the partnership to game
in •• minor suit and eleven of the
fifteen decide that North's 3NT is Ml
a natural move, so I have no qtulms.
SIIARPus: "Five Diamonds. By a
process of climinat inn partner !>lHllll,l
hold the I\Hl minor ~ui1s. ,\s I h ;I\C

~ret: I held the South hand and

Problt·m !'io. 7 (20 points)
J.m .p. scoring, love all, the bidding
has gone:
SOUl II
NORTII EAST
No
No
Dble
3~
Dble
3NT
No

3+
?

South holds:

+AQ87 ~J OA6432 +K94
(a) Do you <tgrec with South's bid of
Three Spades? If not, what alternative
do you prefer?
(h) What should South bid now?
Amtrc·r to (a): Agree with Three
Spades, 10; Prefer No Bid, 6; Prefer
Four Diamonds, 5; Prefer four Hearts,

s.

The panci'J rotc: 9 agree with Three
Spades; 3 prefer No Bid (SwinnertonDyer, Crowhurst and Vanden Borre);
2 prefer Four Diamonds (Filarski and
Crown);
I prefers Four Hearts
Cl'hillips).
Three possibilities arc open to Southhe can show the major suit that is
presumably one of the things partner
is intcrc~tcd in, he can show his five
card minor suit, or he can pass. Oddly
enough, the pass here is a most informative move and its exponents
argue that to introduce the spade suit
at this point !>hould show a five-card
~uit. If partner is still interested in
\\hether we have four spades he can
r\.'\louhle to restore the status quo ahd
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doubled in the protective position,
cannot hold back now for on many
hands we cannot expect partner to do
any more."
Sw•~~ERT0:-1-DYER: "Five Diamonds.
Just too good for Four. Partner cannot
have been worried about the spade
position in 3NT; so if he had really
wanted to play there he would have bid
it at the first opportunity. He must
have a probable heart stop (and so not
want to go past 3NT in case I have one
too) and good minors; and now Five
Diamonds must be a safer contract."
BARBOUR: "Four Hearts. Clearly
partner has the minor suits, and we
must insist on game. There could even
be Six on."
Lr: DENTU: "Four Diamonds.
think partner is looking for another
suit, so I will toil on and show my
diamonds."
The No Bidders do not impress with
their arguments:
RIMINGT0:-1: "No Bid. Partner has
been listening."
S~fART: "No Bid.
It is incredible
that partner should pass on the first
round and then force with Three
llearts, unless his original pass was
made because of his heart holding.
3NT cannot be interpreted us a ballcm
cl'c•s.l{li; if he bus the minors he must
bid them ."
l'rohkm No. K (10 points)
Rubber bridge, Eust-West vulnerable,
the bidding has gone:
SOU Til

I+

WIST

20

NoR 'lit
Dblc
Dble

EAST

2<V

No
No
No
No
No
South holds :
+KQ65-t <y)H5 0(•3 +AQJQ(,
What should South lead '!
.·fii JII'a ; Five of llcarts, 10; Eight of

Hearts, 8; King of Spades, 7; Six of
Diamonds, 5.
The panel's mte: 7 for the Five of
Hearts; 2 for the Eight of Hearts
(Phillips and Vanden Borre); 4 for the
King of Spades (Filarski, Crowhurst,
Smart and Crown); 2 for the Six of
Diamonds (Reese and SwinnertonDyer).
When partner has doubled a low-level
contract sitting under the bid, a trump is
often the most effective lead. However
in this hand two other possibilities
suggest themselves; if dummy's . diamonds arc at all broken, we might
overruff with our heart eight; alternatively as partner is known to be short
in spades we may set up a quick spade
trick by leading the King and give him
one or even two ruffs.
SHARPLES: "Five of Hearts. The
normal lead. To attack diamonds is
dangerous in case declarer is void and
can take immediate discards. Equally
so is a spade for partner with known
shortage in the suit may or may not
have the singleton Ace."
VANDEN BoRRE: "Eight of Hearts. No
cornment, it's too classical!"
Except that in some circumstances .
you may regret having parted with the
8 instead of the 5. ••.
LE DENTU : "Five of Hearts. I have
the black suits and partner the red, so I
will try and prevent dummy getting any
ruffs."
SMART: "King of Spades. Suf'l:r·
licially uttractive to lead a trump, but
we may have to give partner two spade
ruffs and knock out dummy's Ace of
Spades to get the maximum."

SJ>JliNG
FOUJlS01liES
E.o\SlliOUK!'I',

Fl IIRUAK\'
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BRIDGE
ACADEMY
Conducted by G. C. H. FOX
The noted bridge teacher and co/umniJt
continues his advice on tactics and scoring
in match-point pairs contests.
La~t month I discussed part
score penalty doubles at matchpoint pairs. The principle, briefly,
is that in competitive situations
it may he necessary to make a·
border-line penalty double because the opponents have deprived you of a part score. For
example:
North dealer, game all.

North opened a weak no
trump (12-14 pts.). East was
wrong to double without at least
15 pts. Some players are tempted
to double a weak no trump on
less but this is basically unsound,
particularly with no attractive
opening lead. South passed since
he was confident that the contract would be made and one
no trump doubled is usually a
good result.
In theory West had enough to
pass because his side should
hold the balance of strength.
but South doubled his bid of
Two Spad~s for he calculated that
he and his partner held at least
21 points to the opponents'
19. He thought it unlikely that
they could make eight tricks, and
even a one trick dcfcat wMid
yield 200. In fact Wcst went t\H'
down and North-South C~)tkrt~·d
500.

NORTH

+A J 4
</K962

0

76

+A g 54
WJSI

EAST

+K9X32

• 65
</ Q 7 5
0 A Q 54
K Q92

c:~

0
•

10 4 3
K 9X
10 3

+
Sou·ru

SouJJJ
No

Dhll'

• Q 10 7
(/A J X
0 J 10 3 2
• J76
Wtsr
NoRHJ EAsJ

:!.
Nn

INT

No
Nn

Dhlc
No
No
50

PLAYING
WISE
Dan Burgess develops your card-play with
lessons designed especially for the improver.
This month he explores the intricacies of
ruffing.
Recently
suggested to a
charming young pupil that she
should lead a suit which she knew
declarer could ruff. There appeared on her face an expression
which made me · wonder whether
my subconscious had made me
say something indelicate.
Many beginners seem to think ·
that they should always strive to ·
prevent declarer making tdcks
by ruffing. ·This is not necessarily
so. You may want to play entirely
passively, allowing declarer to
make the trumps that are his by
heritage but forcing him to tackle
the other suit!S himself; or you
may want to reduce his trumps
and loosen his control of the hand.
The most promising situation is
when you know that not only can
declarer ruff your lead but also
that your partner, sitting. over
him, can rutr too.
An example of the passive
~ituatinn: (next column).

You ha\'c ju~t won your ~•tk's
first trick again-.t South's Four
Spadcs contract. You know that
51

Dummy

+x

·- ·\[) Q X X .
Ox

You

\[) A 10 x
0 Ax

+-

South has no more diamonds or
clubs so that the only hope of
your side winning three more
tricks is in the heart suit. If
declarer has \[)K, he must make
his contract. But supposing he
has Jx or Jxx '! Now if you lcad
hearts, he must come to a trick
in the suit. If, however, you lead
OA and let him ruff, he will ha\e
to h:ad hearts himself and will
not make a trick .
When one of the dcti:nders
ovc:rrun·s declarer, this has thl·
obvious advantage of killing trick.-.
that declarer would othem i~l·
make. Usually you should take
thl·sc oppnrtunitic~. hut you
~twuld also be on th~.-· 1\h)kout

for tho~e occa!>ions ""·hen you can
promote Jesser cards in your
trump suit by not ovcrruffing.
Suppose that you hold A lOx in
trumps, partner leads a suit in
which you arc void, and declarer
trumps in front of you with the
Jack from KQJ. If you ovcrrutf
with the Ace, when declarer later
plays the KQ of trumps he will
drop your IOx. But if, instead of
overruffing, you throw a losing
card from another suit on declarer's trump Jack, ·your A lOx
will give you tiro trump tricks.
The same would be true if you
held K lOx over declarer's AQJx,
or Q9xx over his AKJ lOx.
The decision, whether or not
to overruff, may also be influenced

by the factor of passivity. Always
ask yourself before you take a
trick, "Do I want to be on lead
now or would it be better to leave
declarer holding the baby?'' A
word of caution, though. Remember the bidding, and base
your decision on your assessment
of declarer's likely trump holding.
For instance, if he is playing in
a low contract in a suit that he
has not rebid, you need not concern yourself so much about the
situations mentioned in the last
paragraph (i.e., "trump promotions"); just gratefully accept any
overruffs offered. Your partner
may have something in trumps,
too, and not to overruff may present declarer with an extra trick .

RESULT OF MAY COMPETITION
This rrmed to be a high scoring month, but the panel's choice of 2NT in ans\\cr
to Prohlcm I was ;tlltoo often overlooked. The top ranking trump lead in Problem
X was rarely found by competitors, but ;tltcrnative leads were well rewarded and
~o they lo~t little.
.\fax. 100

\\'huwr:

C. R. B.

MU«HAY,

Beech Cottage, Seaton Avenue, Jlythc, Kent

tJJ
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BIDDING
WISE
Ronald Crown discusses standard British
bidding and tests your knowledge with a
special quiz.
This month he advises on the subject of
protective bidding.
The subject for this month is purpose of illustration we shall
the opener's rebid. This is recog- keep to our three divisions.
nised by the authorities as the
Over is a table which summost important single bid in the marises the various rebids availwhole auction.
able to the opening bidder. We
When you open the bidding assume that you have opened
with One of a suit, you describe One Heart and your partner has
your hand only within very broad responded One Spade.
The table · is mainly se)f.
limits. You may have between
12 and 20 points. Your distri- explanatory but some points need
bution is undefined, except for · further comment:the fact that your bid shows one
y ou are aware, of course, that
biddable suit.
the point-count shown by a I NT
Your rebid, therefore, offers opening may vary according to
the chance to elaborate on your vulnerability. But you may be
opening bid, both as to strength puzzled to sec that in the rebid
and distribution.
chart that the count shown by
We can divide opening One- a rebid of l NT also varies accordLet me
bids into three categories: Weak ing to vulnerability.
(12-15 points), Medium (16-18) explain why these figures arc
Since you can
and Strong (19 -!-). The dividing recommended.
lines arc flexible and should not frequently open I NT with 13-14
be rigidly adhered to. For in- points, it is sensible to make a
rt'bicl of I NT show something
~tanc~. some 15-point hands, by
virtue of good distribution, fit dilli:rent; the n:commendcd tl~urc
into the Medium category, and is 15-Hi.
Similarly, if you ha\c 16 points
some 17-1 H point hand fit into
the Strong category. But for the and an: vulnaablc, your hanJ
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will frequently he ~uitable for a have increased greatly in value.
Factors such as these must be
1NT opening; therefore we rna ke
taken into account when assessing
a I NT rc'hid show something
the strength of a hand. The
different-about 13-15.
I do not want you at this stage easiest way to do this is as
to worry too much about why follows:
When you hare a four-card
the fi~ures arc set at these precise
levels, but I hope J have satisfied support for your partner's suit,
cou111:
your curio~ity.
Some of my other examples
3 extra points for a void,
may not appear to correspond
2 extra points for a singleton,
with the table as far as the point1 extra point for a doubleton.
count is concerned.
This is
especially true when supporting
Another matter which requires
partner's ~uit. Example 10, where explanation: In Examples II and
the recommended bid is Four 12 we have to make the same reSpades, contains only 17 high- bid on hands of different strength.
card points compared with 19-20 This is because, although hand 12
shown in the chart. The reason · is much better than II, we still
can best he explained in this way: . do not know that we can make
When you open the bidding it game and if partner passes the
always seems a good thing to have simple rebid in a i1ew suit it is
a void or a singleton. If, however, most unlikely that you have in
your partner responds in your fact missed game. In Example 13,
short suit, this no longer remains a jump in a new suit is, of course,
a desirable feature-it becomes
forcing to game.
a liability.
All the examples given assume
that partner has responded ~tt the
CjKQJ65 0 KX43 +A 1073
One-level. If your partner reThis is a good hand with which sponds at the Two-level, showing
tn open One lleart. But if your a minimum of ~ - 9 points as compartner responds One Spade, and pared with the minimum of 6
mw your rebid of Two Clubs points for a On£'-k\'cl rcspon~~.
bids Two Spade~. you begin to then your rchid may he affected.
fed sorry that you C:\'cr opene-d especially with l'lT:tnl to lh)
the bidding. A glHHl hand ha~ trumps. 0\'er a T11·o-k\cl rl"~pon~l"
become had. If, on thl· other hand, you rl"hid 2NT with 15 h) a plh)r
your partner had re~pondcJ in a 17 points ami J NT with a _'lH'd
minor ~uit , your hand would 17 to 19 points .

+-

WEAK
(13-1 5)

MEDIUM
(16-J 8)

Not Vulnerable
15-16 (1)

Generally 17-18

I
Rebid in
No Trumps

(4)

Vulnerable
2NT

I

3NT

Two Hearts·(5)

Three Hearts (6)

Four Hearts {7)

(At least .fi\'ecard suit)

(Normally sixcard suit)

(At least six-

Two Spades (8)

Three Spades (9)
(Four-card
support is
!jest)

Four Spades (10)
(Four-card
support is
essential)

Two Clubs or 'Two Clubs or
Two Diamonds Two Diamonds
(12)
(11)

Three Clubs or
Three Diamonds
(i3)

Support
Partner

Bid New
Suit

I

(3)

I 3-J 5 (2)
JNT

Rebid Own
Suit

STRONG
(19-20)

card suit)

The bold figures in the table refer to the example hands below:
(I)

(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
(6)
(7)
. (X)

(9)

( 10)
(II)
(12)
(I J)

•
•
•
+
•
•
+
+
+

Q6
73
g7 5
K 10
62
J 10
K 10 l1
KJ 2
KJ g7
+A~ 4 2
+X 4

~A

Q 84

~AJ843

\?AQ632
~A K 42
\?A Q J 9 7
<-/ AQJ632
C./ AKQ954
\? 1\ K X 7 4
~KQJ92

</

•

(J

A K J C1 3
<VKQJH7
C/AQJ72

•

1\ 2

~AKJ75
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0
0
0
0

KJ 82
K Q6
K Q7
K Q 10 6
0 AQ4
0 63
0 K Q4
0 K4
0 A5
07
0 5J
0 K Q X4
OAQX6

+ K 87
+ QJ4
+AQ
+ KJ 9
+ 10 9 6
+A K X
+5
+ 75J
+04
+ KQC1
+A K 6 2
+ :\ 4 J
+ J9

BIDDING QUIZ
You arc South and both sides arc vulnerable. What is your rebid?
NoRTil
EAST
\VF..ST
SOUTH
I.
No
No
2+
.• J 6
0 KQ5
\/A J 4
+KJ863
NORTH
EAST
Wr:.sT
SOUTII
2.
1\/
No
20
I+
0 Q93
+AQ842
<V Q ~
+ K92
NORTH
EAST
WEST
SOUTII
3.
No
No
I+
10
?
OAKJ43 + 10 8 4
<V 8 7
+ K Q6
NORTH
EAST
SOUTII
WEST
4.
1\/
3\/
10

,.

,.
,.

,.

'!

5.

+A J 4 2
SouTH

<V 6 2
WEST
No

O· A Q J 8 4
NORTH
2\/

+AS
EAST
No

?

+AKg72 \/ K J 6
0 AQ4
+ 32
You arc South, not vulnerable against vulnerable opponents. What
do you bid on the following?
6.
SOU Til
WEST
EAST
NORTH
No
I+
No
No
INT
'!

7.

+AJ~43

\/ K 7 2

Sou·1 11

WL'iT

20

No

0 J 10 5
NoRTH
10
2NT

+Q6
EAST
1\/
No

'!
X.

+ Q X2

\/X 7

SOu-til

Wt:ST

2+
No
?
+A Q J 10 4
\/KJ92
5(,

OKJH7(>
NoRTJJ
I+
2NT
04

+ Q43
EAST

No
No
+A 106

ANSWERS TO BIDDING QUIZ
I. 2NT, I 0 points; T1ro Spades,
3 points. Two Spades shows a
minimum hand which could be as
weak as 12 points. 2 NT gives a
much better picture of all-round
strength.

good South hand, an expert would
take the strain off his partner by
bidding Four Spades.

5. Four //carts, 10 points; Three
Hearts, 3 points. One of the
foundations of our bidding system
2. No /Jid, 10 points. Your is that a response of Two Hearts
intended rebid was 1NT but after to an opening bid of One Spade
the intervening bid you . should shows a five-card suit. It can
pass and wait to hear whether therefore be supported with only
partner can take any further three. You have a . fine hand
action.
and must bid the full value.
6. · 3NT, fO . points. Partner
3. Two Spades, 10 points; T1ro
Diammul~. 3 points.
Although ·has . 15 or 16 points-otherwise
you would prefer to have a fourth he probably would have opened
spade, by far the most con- INT.
structive bid is this simple raise
7. 3NT, 10 points. Partner has
of partner's suit.
a strong hand with
good heart
4. Four Spades, 10 points; Three guard . . Since partner cannot exSpadrs, S points. If there had pect you to have more than this
been no intervention the correct for your Two Diamond bid, it
· technical bid would be Three must ~e safe to give hin~ game.

a

Spades, but I am taking . the ·
opportunity to bring an expert
bidding tactic to · your notice. ·
In this kind of competitive situation, if you bid only Three your
partner may wonder whether you
have a weaker hand on which
you would normally prefer to bid
Tll'o Spades; in other words he
may think that the only n~ason
you arc bidding Three is that you
arc forced to do so (or remain
silent) by the enemy interference.
Consequently, with the actual
57

8. ·Three Hearts, 10 points;
Three Clubs, 5 points: JNT, 2
points. You should not overlook
the possibility of partner having
a four-card heart suit. He may
have thought 2NT .a more precise
hid than Three Hearts, since it
shows the same point-count as a
bid of I NT would ha\'e shown
over a Onc-le\'d respon~c by
you, \'iz., 15-16. A further ad,·antagc of the Thr~e I kart bid
is that if you later support cluh-.
h~ will kr.nw your exact sharl·.

HOW TO PLAY
NO· TRU P CONTRACTS
The noted American allfhors, G. R. Nail
and John B. Hathorn , ll'rite here for the more
afhanced student. (Hathorn (pictured left)
is the editor of the bi-monthly "Texas Bridge.")

To be more specific. A popular
One of the intriguing aspects
of contract bridge is that from adage suggests that in _3NT the
a casual acquaintance the game declarer should always play his
!\Cems to be one which lends long suit first. But if eight tricks
itself to scientific analysis and are on tap and declarer has his
treatment, but as the student pro- choice of leading the King from
gresses he soon learns that playing a King-Queen doubleton, or duckbridge is not a science, but an art. ing with Axx opposite Kxxx in
However, even in art, we must the hopes of splitting out the suit
have discipline.
three-three, the duck is foolish
There are principles of play, because it presents the defenders
which, if followed generally, will with a trick they could not have
produce success in play. These taken without declarer's help.
arc not rules, mind you, they are ·He should have driven out the
principles. Rules can't be broken; Ace instead, a trick that declarer
principles often arc.
had to lose.
The mo!>t important principle
Nevertheless, the popular adage
is that every hand is unique and is ncar enough correct, the demay require special treatment. clarer should play on his long
So, judge a hand not only from suit on most occasions.
But
pa . . t experience of previous deals, remember to look for the e~hut also with the thought in mind ceptions.
.
that while the deal rl'sembh·s
We have found that the pnn·
ntht·r deals and requires similar ciples best employcd in playin!!
treatment, it is nut an l'.'H ict repro- notrump contracts arc the. c: .
duction and so may not require
I. Attack your lon gc.., t ~ult
cxactly the same treatment.
lir . . t, hut if t\\'l) :-uih an: of cqu.tl

length, play the suit in which the
defenders hold quick winners.
2. Lose your losers early.
3. Save finesses as a last-resort
measure.
4. Whenever possible, play so
as to keep the more dangerous
defender out of the lead.
Let's study some sample hands
and sec how these principles arc
actually employed in play.

West has led the 3 of spades.
Declarer can count eight top
tricks; four clubs, two diamonds.
and two spades. It is necessary
to create only one more trick to
bring home the contract. Accordingly, some declarers would win
the King of spades and immediately finesse the Jack of
diamonds. After East wins his
diamond Queen and drives out
the spade Ace, South enters his
hand and takes another diamond
finesse. This time the 9 loses to
the I0, a heart comes back, and
West cashes his long spades and
other heart for two down.
It is true that taking two diamond finesses offers . something
like a 75% play to make the hand,
but that does not exhaust all
possibilities. First, declarer should
duck the opening spade lead.
When he wins the continuation,
he ·should. lead a heart. When
West takes the King of hearts
and plays the third round of

NORTH

+

A42
\/1987

0 A 19
+A42
WEST

EAST

+QI063
\/A K 4
0 76
9 8 53

• J 9 ·8
\/6532
OQI084

+

+ 10 6

SOUTH

+K75

CVQIO

0

K 53 2

+ K QJ 7
South is the declarer at 3NT.

Read
'TEXAS BRIDGE'
America's best bi-monthly magazine
Annual subscription $5.00 to:
John B. Hathorn,
1617 Branard, Houston 6, Texas
(or send £1 15s. to the British Bridge World)
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event that East had started with
three hearts.
After wint~ing his 10 of hearts,
South could take the spade finesse
into East with perfect safety. If
East took the Queen of spades
and had a heart to lead, hearts
would be 4-3 and the danger past.
If East had no heart, the defenders would be unable to reach
West's established heart suit.
Suppose that declarer takes
the spade finesse immediately.
If he guesses wrong, the heart
NOR Til
suit
will be established while
A4
West
still has the Ace of clubs
~ Q3 2
for entry. Ey knocking out the
0 A 54 2
club Ace first, he is not only estabK ~ 32
lishing tricks for himself but
WEST
EAST
destroying the defence's com• Q632
H7 5
munication. South could deter' \?K9H65
\/ J 7
mine later the safest way to play
OQJJO
0 9876
the spades.
+A 7
6 54
Take a look at this 0!1e. You
SOUl II
arc West. The contract is 3NT
K J 10 9
and the opening lead is the 5 of
~A 104
spades from North. You play
0 K3
the Queen of spades from the
Q J 10 9
dummy, and South covers "ith
South was declarer in 3NT. the King. Plan the play from
Thl! opl!ning kad was the 6 of there.
hearts, allowl!d to ride around to
EAST
thl! 10 tn ensure two tricko;. After WEST
• Q J3
+A
4
2
laking East\ heart .lack with the
\7 A 10 4
Ace, dcclan.:r kd the Queen of \? K 9
OAX43
cluhs. West took his club Ace 0 Q J 10 9 2
Q 10 3
+
K
J
2
and continued hearts, playing a
small hl.'art in order to preserve
You should win the Ac~ of
an entry hl the heart suit in the spades and imml.'di:ttL·Iy play tilL'
spa<ks, declarer will sec that he
ha<, the hand cold. Since spades
ha\'c broken 3-3, declarer has
only to kn~ck out the other high
heart. The defenders can then
take a spade trick, but must concede the balance. If spades did
not break in a favourable manner,
East showing out, then the diamond finesse could be risked.
Let's examine another deal
which involves a finesse, and
then you can try one for yourself.

+

+

+

+

+
+

+

(.()

King of clubs. If it holds, lead
the Queen of diamonds~ you are
in for nine tricks at least.
If the King of clubs loses to
the Ace, duck the spade continuation, win the third spade,
and take the diamond finesse.
Note that you shouldn't duck the
first spade, because a heart switch
might prove damaging. But the
key to the deal is driving out the
Ace of clubs immc9iately, so
that if the diamond finesse loses,
there will be no entry card for
North to run his spades.
This next deal illustrates a
fault to which some students arc
very prone: the premature cashing
of winners.
NOR Til

+7 6

\?Q987
0 A98
+A K 54
EAST

WEST

+K

10 8 3

\? K 4 2
0 J 10 7 6
+32

+Q J 9
\? 6 53
0 432
+ J 10 9 8

SOUTII

+A 54 2
\?A J 10
0 KQ5
Q 76
South was declarer in 3NT.
Wc~t led a small spade and
declarer held up the Ace until the
third round . Seeing that he had

+

I

The Acol
, System today
by TERENCE REESE and
ALBERT DORHER
'At long last there is a genuine
classic on the Acol System . ..
A really outstanding book:

Sunday

Tdc~:raplz

'The best exposition of good bidding ever to appear in a book: ·
Jfy Larintlzal
ISs. net

Edward Arnold
41, Haddox Street, London, W._l

nine tricks if clubs broke, declarer
rattled off his diamonds and ·
clubs, ending in the dummy.
When clubs didn't break, the
heart finesse · was taken. West
won his King and cashed the
·King of spades and Jack of
diamonds for the setting trick.
South played the hand in the
silliest way imaginable. When he
saw that spad_es were divided 4-3.
he should have crossed to dummy
and taken an immediate heart
finesse. If it lost, opponents could
take only the Kir1g of spades.
Instead, declarer cashed his high
cards first and set up ;ut extra
winner for West.
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